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Lucille and Adrian are two architects. Theywill soon be living together.
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ROYAL OAK
DIAMOND SET
IN PINK GOLD.

THERE ARE EXCEPTIONS
TO EVERY RULE.

ROYAL OAK
DIAMOND SET 
IN PINK GOLD.
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a
s the resort season nears, and thoughts 
shift toward holiday getaways, the simple 
exercise of planning an itinerary far from 
home can be enough to keep the winter dol-

drums at bay. The desire to escape one’s everyday 
reality became a source of inspiration as we put this 
issue together. Ironically, we began our adventure 
much closer to home, on the cobblestone, tree-lined 
streets of Brooklyn Heights. In this idyllic setting (and 
I’m not just saying that because I live there), actress 
and model Dree Hemingway wears some of the resort 
season’s most sought-after looks that pay homage to 
the enduring allure of 1970s-inspired fashion. 

French Prince Louis Albert de Broglie—owner 
 of Paris’s most beloved taxidermy shop, Deyrolle— 

traveled extensively as an investment banker before 
settling into a 14th-century château in the Loire 
Valley, where he created a three-star hotel and a 
world-class collection of heirloom tomatoes (now part 
of an experiment in sustainable agriculture). Then 
there’s Giancarlo Giammetti, business partner to leg-
endary fashion emperor Valentino, who obsessively 
documented their jet-set lifestyle, all beautifully 
captured in Private, his new book out this month. We 
also meet Jean-François Lesage, scion of the distin-
guished House of Lesage, who gamely tried to escape 
his family heritage by traveling to India, only to find 
himself lured back to the craft as he opened his own 
atelier there devoted to the art of hand-embroidery. 

Finally, for this month’s cover story, writer Tom 

Downey and photographer Olaf Otto Becker transport 
us to the rugged, pristine coastline of Mozambique, 
where architectural, cultural and culinary treasures 
abound. The Quirimbas archipelago now tops my list 
of places to be seen. How wonderful that, in terms of 
travel these days, almost nothing is out of bounds. 

editor’s let ter

ILLUSTRATION BY ALejANdRO cARdeNAS

she’s yar  High fashion meets the high seas when Anubis, in Burberry, at the helm, and Bast, in Carolina Herrera, set sail for adventure.

come sail away

Kristina O’Neill   
k.oneill@wsj.com
Instagram: kristina_oneill
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Touring the majestic coastline of Mozambique was no hardship for photographer Olaf Otto 
Becker or writer Tom Downey. Beyond the scenic vistas, what especially struck a chord  

with Becker (far right) were the citizens. “Nearly everything was unexpected there, but the 
most unexpected were the people,” he says. “They were very relaxed and kind, and didn’t feel 

disturbed when I took photographs.” For Downey, the island of Ilha de Moçambique was a 
favorite spot. “It has incredible atmosphere—colonial structures that are hundreds of years 

old, juxtaposed with the huts of Makuti Town, all right on the Indian Ocean,” says Downey.

tom downey & olaf otto becker
Magical MozaMbique  p. 74

christina passariello & richard powers
the hand eMbroiderer’s tale  p. 114

When Paris-based writer Christina Passariello interviewed Jean-François Lesage, she 
found that his 20 years of living in Chennai had drawn him completely into the Indian 
way of life. “He has this desire to immerse himself and be close to the people he works 
with,” she says. “He had just rented out a cinema and taken all of his employees to the 

movies. His Indian company seems like a surrogate family.” Visiting the Lesage atelier 
was a sensory experience for photographer Richard Powers. “It was a beautiful, old 

building full of character—you could just feel the stories coming out of the walls, about 
the previous lives it used to house,” he says.

nan goldin & louise neri
don’t call it a coMeback  p. 94

For her interview with fashion designer Stefano Pilati, Louise Neri, a director at the Gagosian 
gallery, spoke with her longtime friend over Skype. “I was propped on my bed in New York, 
computer open, and there he was walking me through his new studio—it was fantastic!” says 
Neri (near left). “We always pick up where we left off.” Nan Goldin took to the newly appointed 
Zegna creative director from the moment she arrived at his Berlin studio to photograph him. 

“He is a doll, such a lovely, warm person,” says Goldin. “We had an immediate connection.  
I asked to be his wedding photographer in the fall. I said part of the deal is that I get to come 
on the honeymoon!”

The premise for this month’s fashion story hit close to home for stylist Elissa Santisi—literally. 
“We did the shoot in the neighborhood I live in, Brooklyn Heights, using one friend’s garden, 
another friend’s stoop and also my favorite local restaurant, River Deli.” Collaborating  
with photographer Angelo Pennetta was not new for Santisi, but working with model Dree 
Hemingway (great-granddaughter of Ernest) was a first. “She has a cool energetic style,”  
says Santisi. “I loved with working with her.”

angelo pennetta & elissa santisi
blithe spirit  p. 84

For Brigitte Lacombe, photographing the cast of The Wolf of Wall Street was just another 
chapter in her long-standing relationship with director Martin Scorsese. “I have been 
working with Mr. Scorsese for close to 20 years. For each of his projects I am called  
to document the production and also do portraits.” Lacombe, who shot her subjects  
on location in Connecticut, observed, “It seemed to be a very happy film set. Jonah Hill  
is extremely funny and friendly. Casting him with Leonardo DiCaprio brought very  
good things out of each of them. Martin was laughing a lot!”

brigitte lacombe
the wolf pack  p. 106
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WSJ. asks six luminaries to weigh in on a single topic. This month: Solitude.

chan 
marshall

“There are three dif-
ferent solitudes I love. 
There’s the solitude 
of the beach, like the 
Injidup beach in western 
Australia. I was there 
by myself once, and 
instinctively took off 
my clothes and went 
swimming. That’s one 
of the happiest times 
I can remember. Then 
there’s the solitude of 
the woods or fields, like 
near our house when 
I was 12. I used to go 
down by the creek and 
just be alone—that’s my 
favorite place ever. And 
then there’s the solitude 
of the desert. Being 
alone, stepping out in 
the morning when your 
friend’s still asleep, and 
you’re stuck out in the 
middle of nowhere. You 
see a hawk and rattle-
snake tracks. There’s 
nothing and nothing 
and nothing, and it just 
feels so comfortable. 
And familiar. You’ve 
never been there before, 
but it’s like, oh yeah, 
this is a place I love, it’s 
undoubtedly part of me 
somehow. That kind of 
solitude is available, but 
you have to go really far 
away for it.”

Marshall, also known as  
Cat Power, is a musician.

“I’m uncomfortable 
with solitude.  I have 
a tendency toward 
negativity—I’m liable 
to start thinking about 
all the bad things in my 
life. In solitude, you start 
to procrastinate. You 
think about fairness and 
unfairness. But I didn’t 
feel alone in space. I felt 
a part of and in contact 
with an extended team 
with a higher problem-
solving capability. One 
thing that can bring on 
solitude is long dura-
tions of flight in space. 
I’m not a good candidate 
for that. I’m a sprinter. 
I like to drive fast, and 
I’m socially interac-
tive. Teamwork and 
leadership, I know what 
they are. On Apollo 11, 
neither Neil [Armstrong] 
nor I had the option of 
returning alone except 
as an absolute extreme. 
If you’re the person who 
won’t make it back, your 
partner is probably not 
going to abandon you.  
But there may come a 
time when you’ll just run 
out of oxygen, pass out. 
Should he wait around for 
that to happen? No! We 
had to be prepared to face 
the solitude of a situation 
beyond our control.”

Buzz  
aldrin

Aldrin is a former astronaut 
and author. 

“There is a solitude to 
the stage. I remember 
watching a comedian 
who was up there for 
15 or 20 minutes doing 
jokes and he said,  
‘Oh, it’s still my turn? 
Me again? I gotta keep 
going?’ There are times 
when you think, I wish 
somebody else was up 
here. You just get bored 
with a monologue. If 
I’ve been on a roll for a 
while and I’m bored, I 
bring the audience into 
it. That’s how comedi-
ans avoid the solitude 
of being onstage: 
crowd work. ‘Oh, where 
are you from?’ Now 
somebody else is part 
of the show, and you’re 
using their energy to 
make something funny. 
Stand-up is for people 
who have funny ideas 
and want to say them 
without being inter-
rupted. They want to be 
louder than everybody. 
That’s the personal-
ity. With musicians, if 
somebody in the band 
is messing up, you can 
cover it up a little bit. 
But if you’re messing up 
as a comedian, you just 
have to take it.”

hanniBal 
Buress

Buress is a stand-up comedian, 
actor and television writer.

soapbox

the columnists

Nilsson is head chef at Fäviken 
Magasinet, a restaurant located 
on a farm and hunting estate in 
Järpen, Sweden.

magnus 
nilsson

“If you aren’t used to the 
wilderness or solitude or 
open, empty landscapes 
like we are up here in the 
middle of Sweden, that 
can be a very strong, very 
moving thing for people 
that travel here from far 
away. When you travel 
somewhere for food, the 
journey becomes part 
of the whole experience, 
the whole meal. It’s not 
actually more compli-
cated getting here than 
anywhere else in Europe, 
but mentally it feels much 
more remote. When you 
live in the countryside, 
many of the things you 
do are things you do by 
yourself. Watercolor 
painting, fishing, hunt-
ing—these are rarely 
group activities for me. 
It can be good to be by 
yourself since there’s 
very little static when you 
think, but that doesn’t 
necessarily lead to creat-
ing dishes. The only real 
solitude I have in my 
professional life is the 
solitude of always being 
on my own for my deci-
sions, not making them 
based on someone else’s 
guidelines—the solitude 
inherent in leadership.” 

Emin is an artist based  
in England.

Tracey  
emin

“I’m very social, but 
I have to spend a lot 
of time on my own, 
because otherwise I 
can’t think properly.  
I get too much interfer-
ence from other people’s 
thoughts or feelings 
or emotions. At the 
moment I’m in France, 
surrounded by nature.  
I might not see anybody 
for four or five days here. 
When I first arrive, my 
nerves are all jangled, 
but after about three 
days, I start to think in 
a very different way. I 
start to have a dialogue 
with myself, and that’s 
what I always have to do 
to make a body of work. 
I like to wake up early 
in the winter when it’s 
dark, about 5 o’clock, 
and the light is com-
ing—that’s my favorite 
part of the day. I think 
and I write, and there’s 
a silence that’s really, 
really beautiful. What’s 
beautiful about it is you 
know the day is coming, 
you know the noise 
is coming, so it’s not 
forever. It’s a magical 
time—but it’s time you 
have to steal.”

“I think the mother of six 
children has an impor-
tant relationship with 
solitude. To put it mildly, 
solitude to write—and 
I do need to write 
alone—is one of the most 
precious things. I’m also 
the oldest of eight chil-
dren, and long before I 
read Virginia Woolf and 
A Room of One’s Own, 
the greatest luxury I had 
was to have a room of 
my own. I think I had a 
sort of jealous attitude 
toward solitude from 
the start. My former 
husband Harold Pinter 
was an only child. He 
was much less jealous 
of solitude because he 
had had so much more of 
it than me. I started to 
write my memoir, Must 
You Go?, a month after 
he died. By writing it 
I was no longer alone, 
because I was writing 
about us. That memoir 
was a reaction to this 
unchosen solitude. 
[Percy Bysshe] Shelley, 
I think, is extraordi-
nary on solitude: ‘I love 
all waste and solitary 
places; where we taste 
the pleasure of believing 
what we see is bound-
less, as we wish our 
souls to be.’ ”

anTonia 
fraser

Fraser is an author, biographer 
and historian.
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The LaTesT from Luxury’s BesT

The SmurfS 2 | 7.28.13
WSJ and Citi joined Sony Pictures for a blue
carpet screening of The Smurfs 2 at the
Lighthouse International Theater in Manhattan.
The family-friendly fun continued at an after-party
held at Dylan’s Candy Bar.

All Photos: Amada Schwab/Starpix

JOBS | 8.7.13
iShares by BlackRock and The Wall Street Journal
sponsored the debut NY red carpet screening for
Open Road Films’ JOBS at the iconic Museum
of Modern Art. The evening concluded with an
exclusive soiree at The Royalton.
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what’s news.the world of culture & st yle october 2013

 By Jen Renzi   photogRaphy By kava goRna 

shelf expression
Louis Vuitton womenswear director Julie de Libran looked to the modular, graphic furniture  

of French designer Charlotte Perriand to create the ultimate travel collection.

wsj. maga zine 33

color field 
de libran, left, 
with models 
wearing her latest 
icons collection 
in front of 
perriand’s nuage 
shelving unit.
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and stackable Ombra chair. 
The fashion house has cast the 

Gallic architect as muse before, 
with her furnishings featured 
in promotional campaigns—
including an Olivier Zahm short 
film in which a model stashes her 
stilettos in Perriand’s modular 
Nuage shelving system. For the 
Icons collection, de Libran—a 
design enthusiast who cohabi-
tates with pieces by Franco 
Albini and Willy Rizzo—con-
ceived multifunctional garments 
that can be adapted to various 
weather and lifestyle conditions. 
A reversible peacoat has zip-off 
sleeves, a checked tote converts 
to a shoulder bag and clutch, and 
gingham-print ensembles are 
mix-and-match. 

Jet-setters would be wise to follow Perriand’s 
lead: The designer once described an overseas trip 
for which her wardrobe comprised “interchangeable 
modules” to create a look that was “always similar but 
never the same.” How very modern. 
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RENOWNED FOR HER FURNITURE collaborations with 
Le Corbusier and Jean Prouvé, Charlotte Perriand 
was a modernist legend in her own right, with an oeu-
vre that ranged from interiors for Air France and the 
League of Nations to streamlined furnishings that 
were as pragmatically conceived as they were revolu-
tionary in style. That attitude extended to her fashion 
sense, too: One particularly iconic image shows her 
reclining on the B306 chaise she codesigned with Le 
Corbusier in 1928, dressed in a necklace of ball bear-
ings, a daring knee-length fit-and-flare skirt and 
blocky kitten heels that still look au courant.

It’s Perriand’s timeless, modern style that Louis 
Vuitton womenswear director Julie de Libran used 
as inspiration for her spring/summer 2014 Icons col-
lection. (De Libran is the right-hand woman of Louis 
Vuitton Artistic Director Marc Jacobs.) From con-
struction to coloration, the breezy garments pay 
homage to Perriand’s pared-back, graphic sensibility. 
“Her creations were so smart and practical,” says de 
Libran. “Today, they are still relevant.” The ribbing 
of a leather tunic mirrors the bentwood slats of her 
Tokyo lounge, while a raincoat’s annunciated seams 
channel her oddly angular three-legged Ventaglio 
table. The 16 looks were unveiled in New York in a tab-
leau of models posed alongside her Tabouret stools 

MODERNIST LOVERS 
Left: A free-spirited 
Perriand in Savoie, 
France, circa 1930s; 
Below: Her Petalo tables, 
produced by Cassina. 

Collectors take note: Beginning 
this month, over 70 pieces 

of showstopping vintage jewelry 
from two of the last century’s 
most influential designers—

Fulco di Verdura and Suzanne 
Belperron—will be on exhibition 

and sale at Verdura’s Fifth 
Avenue salon in Manhattan. 

Take home this pair of pearl and 
66-diamond “swirls” ear clips 

from 1953. verdura.com

As the men’s maintenance boom continues to generate market heat, another long-held grooming 

ritual is getting an overhaul. “Men have lots of great choices in other categories now, but they didn’t 

have them in shaving—it’s basically just Gillette and Schick,” says Jeffrey Raider, cofounder of the 

direct-to-market shaving brand Harry’s, which debuts its first seasonal collection of Truman razor 

handles this fall. At the same time, a string of other niche and novel shaving launches stand to give 

the establishment a run for its money—and its mustaches. —Celia Ellenberg

From left: Harry’s fall/winter razor with Truman handle in Ash Fox, $15, harrys.com; Dollar Shave Club’s Dr. Carver’s 
Featherweight Post-Shave Moisturizer, $15, available November 2013, dollarshaveclub.com; The Art of Shaving Chelsea Collection 
razor, $150, stand, $100, and badger brush, $175, theartofshaving.com; Imperial Barber Products Glycerin Shave Soap puck, $12, 
imperialbarberproducts.com.

THE BEAUT Y OF

SHARP SHAVERS

STATEMENT PIECE

REAL GEMS
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what’s news

art talk

spy craft
American artist Taryn Simon has won acclaim by using 
photography to document scenes usually kept hidden 
from the public eye, like confiscated items at JFK Airport 
or the CIA’s art collection. Her latest book, Birds of the 
West Indies (Hatje Cantz Verlag), takes on a much more 
familiar subject: the women, weapons and cars of the 
James Bond film franchise. “I wanted to look at the acces-
sories that helped construct the powerful Western male 
fantasy in these films,” says Simon. Below, the artist talks 
to Christopher Ross on the project’s surprises and Bond’s 
enduring appeal. 

On why we lOve BOnd: “He’s closer to an imagination 
of ourselves that’s possible, as opposed to Iron Man or 
Superman. It’s more likely that you can drink a martini 
than fly.”

On access: “Ten of the 57 women I approached to par-
ticipate in the project declined because they didn’t want 
to be photographed for reasons related to vanity. Usually 
I can push and somehow find a way to access what I need, 
but this was just a wall that couldn’t be transcended.”

On the BOnd series: “There’s definitely a correlation 
over the decades between what’s going on in the world 
politically and culturally: the evolution of weaponry  
and nuclear proliferation, branding choices, when 

women of other races or ethnici-
ties were allowed to enter into 
the Bond formula.”

On what surprised her:  
“MI6 has actually often looked 
to Bond for gadget development 
as opposed to Bond looking to 
MI6. It’s only in the imaginative 
minds of writers and creators 
that true invention can occur.”

The global craft-beer revolution has infiltrated the City of Light,  
where wine has served as its lifeblood for centuries. Spearheaded  

by well-traveled youths who’ve gained a taste for small-batch  
hops abroad, the movement has given rise to a slew of beer-bar 

openings across the capital. Parisians’ sudden penchant for brews  
has even led to a new coinage: bièrologues, or beer sommeliers.  

Below, five of the best boîtes to say salut to suds. —Jeff Marcus 

libations

paris is brewing

1. Le Supercoin (3 rue Baudelique) This laid-
back watering hole plays rock on the speakers 
and pours French craft beers on tap, like the 
malty, blonde La Franche d’en bas.

2. Brasserie de la Goutte d’Or (28 rue de 
la Goutte d’Or) A dozen partners are behind 
Paris’s first new brewery in a decade, which 
produces food-friendly tipples like the 
chili-spiked red ale Château Rouge, a worthy 
companion to beef bourguignon.

3. Peoples Drugstore (78 rue des Martyrs) 
Part chess club, part draft emporium, this beer 
hall attracts a chic clientele and stocks 500 

bottled beers, including French microbrews 
like L’Aiguille Blanche, a bracing, citrusy white 
beer from the mountainous Savoie region.

4. La Fine Mousse (6 avenue Jean aicard) 
Located in the hip Oberkampf neighborhood, 
this bar courts locals with 20 taps and 150 
bottled beers, plus floor-to-ceiling windows 
that open onto the street.

5. La Cave á Bulles (45 rue Quincampoix)  
This boutique de bières located near the Pompidou 
Center is Paris’s headquarters for the growing 
school of beer snobs. Try the Oc’Ale Blanche, a 
grassy version of a Belgian-style white beer. il
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Bond girl 
a photo of british 
actor Honor 
blackman, who 
played Pussy 
Galore in 1964’s 
Goldfinger, from 
taryn simon’s 
book Birds of  
the West Indies. 
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HAUTE SPICE
“Tumeric is the new kale,” 
says Sunitha Ramaiah, 
whose newly launched 
Manjoor Estate lassis and 
juices aim to enlighten 
Western palates about the 
curative benefits and 

complex flavors of spices from her 
family farm in India. manjoorestate.com

WHAT’S NEWS

A dual resident of Paris and New York, Patrick Naggar is used to switching 
between languages, cultures and modes of expression—a quality evident  

in the Egyptian-born architect and furniture designer’s work, which is collected 
by the Musée des Arts Décoratifs and the Brooklyn Museum. To wit: Naggar’s 

latest limited-edition series, debuting this month in New York, at Ralph Pucci 
International. The 15 pieces include a nine-foot-long carbon-fiber dining table 

levitating on teardrop-shape legs and a cast-bronze console that riffs on  
an Egyptian headrest. His Aurora cabinet (below) features gilded elliptical doors 
that are actually cast from tiny glass balls that are gilded to create a tantalizingly 

moonlike texture. While the clean-line form nods to Japanese lacquerware,  
the detailing recalls the handiwork of 18th-century French ébénistes. “Classicism 

is a lost knowledge now,” laments Naggar. “Memory is terribly important—but  
at the same time you have to push it to the future.” —J.R.

STUDY IN DESIGN

CABINET OF WONDER

ON DISPLAY 

SHOE SHINE

L.A.’S MASTERPIECE THEATER
Amping up Southern California’s cultural caché with a range of highbrow 

theater, music and dance, the Wallis Annenberg Center for the Performing Arts 

opens this month in the renovated Beverly Hills Post Office and an adjacent 

contemporary space. To kick off its inaugural season (first up: the Martha 

Graham Dance Company), the Center will throw a gala, cochaired by Brad Pitt 

and Robert Redford, and hosted by fashion house Salvatore Ferragamo.
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The late designer Roger Vivier viewed 

his footwear as akin to sculpture, so 

it’s fitting that this month an exhibi-

tion of his work, along with that of 

current house designer Bruno Frisoni, 

opens at Paris’s Palais de Tokyo— 

a destination known for cutting-edge 

art exhibits. Curator Olivier Saillard 

takes on Vivier’s trademark shapes, 

such as his comma-like Virgule heel  

(shown above) and the world’s first 

stiletto, which he introduced in 

1954. The show’s displays are meant 

to invoke a fictional 19th-century 

museum dedicated to the fine art  

of shoemaking.
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Ralph Lauren may represent the epitome of high-end Americana, but the brand is well loved 
overseas in Paris, first on account of its European flagship store and perennially popular 
restaurant Ralphs, and now with its pledge to restore its illustrious neighbor in Saint-Germain-
des-Prés, the École des Beaux-Arts. Founded by Louis XIV, the semicircular Amphitheatre 
d’honneur (shown below)—the alma mater of Monet and Renoir—will be updated into the  
21st century to include state-of-the-art audio-visual equipment and better seating, as well as  
a website upgrade that will offer online classes and workshops. In true Parisian style, a gala 
held in the school’s courtyard this month toasts the Anglo-Gallic partnership. —Megan Conway

passion project

FASHION ACADEMY  
Four new digital cameras 
combine sharper sensors 
with vintage aesthetics—

all worth putting  
down your smartphone.  

—Jesse Will

THE RETRO 
CLIQUE

LEICA M 
Leica’s 24 MP range finder 

boasts the German company’s 
latest technology alongside  

its crisp, contrast-heavy lenses 
from decades past. The M  

even boasts a first-for-Leica 
trick: the ability to shoot 1080p 

video. $6,950 (body only);  
leica-camera.com   

OLYMPUS PEN E-P5   
The 16 MP camera has the most 
spartan look of Olympus’s retro-
compact PEN line, but it boasts 

high-tech features that the 
others don’t, like five-axis image 

stabilization and the ability to 
wirelessly use your smartphone’s 

screen as a viewfinder. $1,000 
(body only); getolympus.com

PANASONIC LUMIX  
DMC-GX7   

Panasonic’s street-shooter has 
a 16.3 MP sensor, changeable 

lenses and a two-tone Mad Men 
look. But it packs an electronic 

viewfinder, so you can frame 
a shot in camera-to-eye style, 

rather than on a glare-obscured 
LCD screen. $1,000 (body only); 

panasonic.net 

FUJIFILM X-M1 
Sheathed in faux leather, the 

X-M1 marries a throwback body 
with an impressively modern 
16.3 MP sensor. Though it’s 

Fuji’s entry-level offering, many 
of its parts (like that sharp 

sensor) are found in the brand’s 
higher-end cameras. $800 (body 

only); fujifilmusa.com

buy the book

BUON APPETITO
In his preface to the hybrid cookbook–art book Eating at 

Hotel Il Pellicano (Violette Editions), English author Will Self 

writes, “If Thoreau could have stayed at one of the cottages 

in the grounds of Il Pellicano, the one at Walden would have 

remained without a tenant forever.” Photographer Juergen 

Teller’s images of chef Antonio Guida’s sculptural culinary 

creations are textural, Technicolor, transporting and not at all 

typical of the genre—just like a meal at this ultimate Tuscan 

seaside resort. —Brekke Fletcher  

40 wsj. maga zine

GOOD SERVICE  Chocolate tart with tonka beans, 
hazelnut biscuits and cherry ice cream, on the book’s cover. 

Celebrate 75 years of iconic design, from pioneering
modernist vision to bold contemporary designs for home
and office. Always timeless. Always true.
Shop and explore the new knoll.com 800 343-5665

Modern always™
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1952 Harry Bertoia, Sculptor and Furniture Designer, Bertoia Collection. Photo: George Cserna
2013 David Adjaye, Architect and Furniture Designer, The Washington Collection for Knoll

The Washington Collection for Knoll™ is available exclusively at knoll.com
and at the Knoll Shop, 1330 Avenue of the Americas 212 343-4190



WHAT’S NEWS

WORTH THE TRIP

DRESSED-UP JAUNTS
Whether land or sea, desert or snow-capped mountain, these four new luxury destinations scattered across 

the globe offer something for every traveler—and the chance to splurge on a wardrobe to match.

Actor turned hotelier Anouska 
Hempel restored this gleaming 
92-foot wooden boat moored 
in the Mediterranean with 
dramatic black sails and 
cabins to sleep six. beluga1.eu

ISLAND HOPPING
BELUGA ONE

1. Bottega Veneta Mini iPad 
case, $970, bottegaveneta.com 
2. Burberry London bag, $1,895, 
burberry.com 3. Chantecaille 
Wild Horses Palette, $83, 
chantecaille.com 4. Oliver 
Peoples sunglasses, $510, 
oliverpeoples.com 5. Mulberry 
boot, $1,200, mulberry.com

1. Loro Piana blanket, 
$1,750, loropiana 
.com 2. Fendi gloves, 
$2,390, Fendi NYC 
3. Longchamp bag, 
$405, longchamp.com 
4. Smythson stationary 
bureau, $2,575, smythson 
.com 5. Chanel Le Blanc 
makeup remover, $60, 
chanel.com

1. Eres bathing top, 
$240, and bottom, $150, 
888-656-ERES 2. Yves 
Saint Laurent nail lacquer 
in Gris Underground, 
$25, yslbeautyus.com 
3. Etiquette Clothiers x 
Globe-Trotter vanity case, 
$1,000, etiquetteclothiers 
.com 4. Etro towel, $524, 
etro.com 5. Paul Andrew 
shoe, $895, Neiman Marcus 

1

 The historic Goodall Wooten 
Mansion in downtown Austin 

serves as home to this newly 
renovated boutique hotel,  

with 48 guest rooms, a lap  
pool and a wraparound porch.  

hotelella.com

Nutritionists, sleep experts, 
chiropractors and other  
health professionals are 

on-call at this destination  
spa in the Swiss village of 

Villars-sur-Ollon. lonhea.com

URBAN OASIS
HOTEL ELLA

SPA RETREAT
LONHEA ALPINE CLINIC

From travel outfitters Red 
Savannah comes a 15-bedroom 
eco-safari lodge in mountain- 
ous central Ethiopia, home to 
rare wolves, lions and stunning 
wilderness. redsavannah.com

AFRICAN SAFARI
BALE MOUNTAIN LODGE

1. Vilebrequin swim trunks, 
$360, vilebrequin.com 2. Leica 
X Vario camera, $2,850, and 
camera protector, $140, both 
leica-camera.com 3. Hermès 
cord reel, $195, hermes.com 
4. Sol de Janeiro Brazil Nut 
Sun Protection Spray, $32, 
frescobolcarioca .com 5. Filson 
hat, $65, filson.com
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E-M1

“With the E-M1’s new Dual AF System,

I get the stopping power and agility

I need for rock solid performance. ”

-John Sterling Ruth,
Professional Photographer and Olympus Visionary.
Image shot with the E-M1 and Zuiko Digital ED 35-100mm f2.0 Lens.

I N T RODUC I NG

A CAMERA A S

FA S T

AS YOU AR E .

The blazing fast revolutionary

Olympus OM-D E-M1. The heart

of our OM-D E-M1 is our new TruePic

VII image processor designed for

maximum performance and speed.

The E-M1’s new 16MP Image

Sensor, with a Dual FAST Autofocus

System, automatically switches

between Contrast Detection and

Phase Detection so you can focus

at an astonishing speed—no matter

which Olympus Zuiko lens you use.

This, paired with a 1/8000-second

mechanical shutter and 10fps

sequential shooting ensures you’ll

have all the speed you need to take

incredible images anywhere you go.

Move into a new world.

www.getolympus.com/em1

• One of the smallest and lightest

bodies in its class at 17.5 ounces*

• Built-in Wi-Fi

• Full system of premium,

interchangeable lenses.

*E-M1 body only
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THE INSPIRATION

FEET FEAT
Gabriella Crespi, the furniture designer and social 

swan of the ’60s and ’70s, whose creations were 

coveted by clients like Grace Kelly and the shah  

of Iran, was the muse behind Italian shoe brand 

Sergio Rossi’s latest collection. Ten styles pay trib-

ute to Crespi’s trademark aesthetic: Drizzled gold 

heels mimic her Gocce Oro candelabras, while other 

pairs nod to the designer’s penchant for filigreed 

jewelry, with jasper bloodstones and onyx (above) 

set among layers of laminated leather. $1,525; avail-

able in Sergio Rossi stores this November. —C.R.

Now in its 11th year, visitors to London’s Frieze art fair (October 17–20) 
can take in not only the 150 exhibitors at its Regent’s Park site, but  
also embark on a citywide joint art-architecture tour of four major 

American galleries—some new to the city—with outposts in the English 
capital. Just as the organizers of Frieze recently engaged hometown 

architectural firm Carmody Groarke to redesign its main exhibition space, 
these New York–based galleries have employed top architects to revamp 
their spaces—and have put together blue-chip shows to lure the influx  

of visitors during Frieze. Ponder your latest acquisition while  
gleaning a few structural solutions for the private gallery that may be 

waiting in the wings. —Deborah Wilk

GRAND TOUR

FRIEZE FOCUS

GAGOSIAN
Artists: “The Show Is Over” explores the 
concept of the long-prophesied end of 
painting, with works by Wade Guyton, 
Richard Prince and Christopher Wool. 
Architect: Caruso St. John Architects 
created a white terrazzo-floored 
storefront in a mixed-use building.   
17-19 Davies Street 

PACE
Artist: Li Songsong’s new paintings 

focus on historical figures and the 
Chinese collective consciousness. 

Architect: David Chipperfield 
Architects updated the  

1867–70 Italianate building owned 
by the Royal Academy of Arts.  

6 Burlington Gardens 

DAVID ZWIRNER 
Artist: Philip-Lorca diCorcia’s East 
of Eden series riffs on themes from 

the John Steinbeck book.  
Architect: Selldorf Architects 

renovated the five-floor Georgian 
townhouse, once the home of Prime 

Minister Lord Robert Cecil.  
24 Grafton Street

MICHAEL WERNER 
Artist: Turner Prize nominee Enrico 
David’s multimedia constructions. 
Architect: Selldorf Architects restored 
the original  18th-century ornamental 
paneling and installed museum lighting 
and a herringbone parquet floor  
made of reclaimed 19th-century wood.  
22 Upper Brook Street 

The publishing company Condé Nast produced some 
of the most iconic magazines of the 20th century.  

This month, Rizzoli salutes two of its brightest stars, 
with Diana Vreeland Memos: The Vogue Years (edited  
by her grandson, Alexander) and It’s Modern: The Eye  

and Visual Influence of Alexander Liberman. In the 
former, the legendary Vogue editor addresses  

her onetime art director Liberman, the subject of the 
latter book, in flamboyant interoffice memos (others 

were sent to everyone from Polly Mellen to  
Cecil Beaton). Liberman, whose career spanned five 

decades, later became Condé Nast’s editorial director. 

TWO À LA MODE
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The DogWalk
For the first time, rescue dogs take to the runway

to present Ralph Lauren’s Fall 2013 Accessories Collection

in collaboration with the

R A L P H L A U R E N i N t R o d U c E s

P r e m i e r i n g O c t O b e r 1 5 A t r A l P h l A u r e n . c O m

i n h O n O r O F n A t i O n A l A D O P t - A - S h e l t e r - D O g m O n t h

FOunDeD in 1866, the ASPcA® SerVeS AS the nAtiOn’S leADing VOice FOr AnimAlS.
FOr mOre inFO, ViSit ASPcA.Org

MARKET REPORT.

photography by grant Cornett    
prop styling by Janine iversen   fashion editor david thielebeule

Stripes, dots, squares and skins add up to a bold, new style geometry, whether  
in basic black and white or pops of rich orange. 

GRAPHIC DESIGN

fashion & design forecast october 2013

House oF TILe  Patterned pieces, like a polka-dot bag and zebra-stripe sandal, mix well with sleek hardware and luxe skins.  
Clockwise from top left: Tod’s bag, $2,265, tods .com, Stella McCartney clutch, $995, net-a-porter .com, Pierre Hardy shoe, $1,635, 646-449-0070, Salvatore Ferragamo 

gold cuff, $370, silver cuff, $370, and gold cuff, $420, all 866-337-7242, Balenciaga minaudière, $1,245, 212-206-0872, and Reed Krakoff bag $1,190, reedkrakoff .com.
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TANGeRINe DReAM  
Carry a simple look 
forward with a striped 
clutch or a wrist full  
of statement bangles. 
Clockwise from top: 
Emporio Armani 
shoe, $645, armani 
.com; Ralph Lauren 
Collection bag $3,500, 
ralphlauren .com, 
Eddie Borgo door-latch 
cuff, $450, saks .com, 
safety-chain cuff, $315, 
thewebstermiami .com, 
and hook-latch cuff, 
$315, 212-872-8901, 
The Row handbag, 
$2,950, A’maree’s, in 
Newport Beach, and 
Proenza Schouler bag, 
$1,090, 212-420-7300.
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THE LUXURY COLLECTION
WELCOMES 

AMERICAN EXPRESS CARDS

theluxurycollection.com

©2011–2013 Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Preferred Guest, SPG, Th e Luxury Collection and their logos are the trademarks of Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide, Inc., or its affi  liates.

With an ensemble of more than 75 of the world’s fi nest hotels and 
resorts in more than 30 countries, Th e Luxury Collection is a gateway to 

unique, authentic experiences that evoke lasting, treasured memories.
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GILT TRIP   
Gold chains and 
rococo flourishes look 
clean and cool next 
to black, white and 
cream. Clockwise 
from top: Lanvin bag, 
$2,190, 212-826-8900, 
Valentino Garavani 
sandals, $1,295, 
Valentino New York, 
Oscar de la Renta 
bracelet, $295, Oscar 
de la Renta boutiques, 
Saint Laurent by 
Hedi Slimane clutch, 
$1,890, 212-980-2970, 
and Chanel train case, 
$3,700, 800-550-0005.
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Boardroom.
Stateroom.

Playroom.

It’s more than a plane – it’s a space for you
and the people closest to you. Bring your team
and work non-stop. Bring your kids and
ditch the tie. When it’s a NetJets flight, it’s
whatever you need it to be.

All aircraft offered by Net Jets® in the United States for fractional sale, lease, or use under the Marquis Jet Card®and Private Jet Travel Card™programs are managed and operated by
NetJets Aviation, Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of NetJets Inc. NetJets, ExecutiveJet, and the Marquis Jet Card are registered Service Marks.©2013 NetJets IP, LLC. All rights reserved.

A Berkshire Hathaway companySHARE / LEASE / JET CARDContact us at netjets.com or 877- JET-4812
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oRANGe Is THe 
NeW BLACK  
Prominent prints in 
sun-kissed colors 
punch up any outfit. 
Clockwise from top 
right: Max Mara 
clutch, $625, 212-
879-6100, Tabitha 
Simmons sandal, 
$1,195, Bergdorf 
Goodman, Marc Jacobs 
bag, $1,595, Relish, 
Washington, D.C., 
Céline bracelet, $880, 
Barneys New York, 
Fendi espadrilles, 
$350, 212-759-4646, 
and Gucci flap bag, 
$3,100, gucci .com.
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T H E R E I S O N L Y O N E B E L L A G I O .

For true connoisseurs of travel, there is Bellagio.
Elegantly appointed rooms and suites. AAA Five Diamond Award-winning restaurants,

Picasso and Le Cirque. And an unprecedented wine program that is perfectly intertwined
with every bite. All the refined flavors that will make your next sojourn truly rewarding.

bellagio.com • 866.519.7117

An MGM Resorts International® Destination
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S
he is one of the last of the dolce vitas, an art-
ist still working high in the rosemary-scented 
hills of central Italy. Gone are the Ray-Bans and 
Vespas, the Venetian masked balls with Gore 

Vidal, the Roman dinners with Fellini, Grace Kelly, 
Liz and Dick. Years have passed, and people too. But 
at 90 years old, Beverly Pepper—who over the last 40 
years has left an indelible stamp on this idyllic town, 
while the serene Umbrian landscape left its mark on 
her work—is still creating monumental art. 

Seventy miles from Rome, five miles of dirt road 
outside Todi, a steep driveway lined with cypress 
culminates in a spectacular view of the surrounding 
landscape, a wash of sky and clouds above a rolling 
horizon. Here, one finds Pepper’s ivy-covered stu-
dio and sprawling terra-pink house. A swimming 
pool laps at the horizon beside a geometric Pepper-
designed landscape—a slant of ball-shaped bushes 
and cypresses trimmed into perfect rectangles, 

planted in a circle around a stone patio. The front 
door sits in the shadow of one of Pepper’s massive 
sculptures, a 10-foot-high curve of rust-colored steel 
with a narrow slit in the middle framing the distant 
dome of the church of Santa Maria della Consolazione, 
rumored to have been designed by Leonardo da Vinci’s 
associate Bramante.

It’s lunchtime, and a cook has prepared spaghetti 
with lemon cream and a salad of greens pulled from the 
kitchen garden. Around the table, Pepper, her 96-year-
old husband, writer Bill Pepper, and two art studio 
assistants crack open a bottle of cold local white.

Living in Rome in the 1950s, Bill and Beverly  
first brought their convivial American style to post-
war Italy at a time when, Beverly recalls, “everything 
seemed possible.” As Newsweek’s Rome bureau chief, 
Bill hobnobbed with prime ministers around the 
Mediterranean, invited the starlets he was profiling 
over for meals and amused everyone at long lunches 

BY NiNa Burleigh   
photographY BY guillaume BoNN

Nonagenarian artist Beverly  
Pepper found inspiration for her  

large-scale sculptures in Todi— 
and put the village on the map.

art tour

BEVERLy’S 
HILLS

IRON LADY   
Pepper in her studio 
in Todi, a hill town 
in Umbria, Italy, 
with her dog, Cato.  

>



LOst AND FOUNDRY   
Clockwise from far 
left: One of Pepper’s 
monumental works 
being assembled in a 
factory in Assisi; the 
entrance to her Todi 
studio; a photograph 
of a younger Pepper 
working in her studio. 
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and dinners with his scandalous Vatican gossip. 
Beverly, with her Julie Christie lips and Irish setter–
red hair, made sculptures out of iron and sailed to the 
top of the international art scene when she was 40, 
becoming the only female artist at a major gallery in 
Rome, Marlborough, an international operation that 
also represented Robert Motherwell. Unlike that late 
master of Abstract Expressionism, Pepper is still hard 
at work, putting together her seventh solo U.S. show 
for Marlborough, in New York, next year. And she just 
won the 2013 Lifetime Achievement Award from the 
International Sculpture Center, for which she will be 
feted at a gala in Manhattan this month.

Pepper is often compared with two women who 
continued to produce art at advanced ages: Louise 
Bourgeois and Louise Nevelson. She admires both, 
but vehemently rejects the “sculptress” label. Her 
medium, steel and iron, and many of her works—
tools and pillars she calls sentinels—could be called 
masculine, but she rejects that label, too. “I use metal 
like paper,” she says. 

At lunch, Pepper and her two assistants are dis-
cussing how best to ship her latest piece, a four-ton 
curve, to the buyer—a German count who wants it for 
one of his castle lawns. The conversation shifts to how 
Pepper acquired her own former castle, Torre Olivola, 
the one with the tower visible from her front door, 
which the couple bought in 1972 and owned for nearly 
30 years before moving a few hundred yards down-
hill to a wide one-story house that Beverly designed. 
“The castle was a ruin. I saw it, and I said to Bill, ‘You 
have to get that for me.’ ” They attended an auction and 
came in with the high bid by just 272 lire. That piece 
of good luck reminds Beverly of how their late friend 

Martha Gellhorn (war correspondent and Ernest 
Hemingway’s third wife) used to say that life is filled 
with “signposts of luck” that one must recognize.

Beverly Stoll, born in Brooklyn in 1922, always 
recognized those signposts. She grew up in a middle-
class Jewish household where the art on the wall 
consisted of “a beautiful, tall ship painted on velvet.” 
Her father sold carpets and fur coats. She helped pay 
her way through Pratt by doing hand-painted letter-
ing for advertising companies, launching a career in 
the field well before the Mad Men era. After the war, 
she gave up commercial art entirely and moved to 
Paris in 1949, studying with Fernand Léger and André 
Lhote at the Académie de la Grand Chaumiére.

“I didn’t think I wanted to sculpt. I wanted to 
paint,” she says of her early years. But in the early 
1960s, living in a house with a garden that contained 
33 felled chestnut trees in Rome, she felt inspired to 
begin sculpting wood. She moved from wood to metal 
after a curator asked if she could weld pieces for the 
groundbreaking 1962 exhibition “Sculture nella città,” 
in Spoleto. She didn’t know how to weld, but gamely 
fibbed. “I figured I could learn between then and 
spring,” she says. She became the only woman among 
10 sculptors in the project, which involved steel facto-
ries across Italy, with other artists such as Alexander 
Calder, David Smith and Arnaldo Pomodoro. 

A serendipitous series of events—a Rome show, a 
Time magazine review and Spoleto—put her on the 
art world map. During the ’60s, experimenting in the 
steel factories of Italy, she perfected her work, first 
creating polished stainless-steel boxes that reflected 
the landscape. She then began working with Cor-Ten 
steel, an especially weather-resistant industrial alloy, 

making huge sculptures that resembled ancient tools. 
In the ’70s, she moved on to large-scale earthworks, 
creating her first “amphisculpture” in 1974. She 
showed regularly in Rome and New York and began 
receiving commissions for public art from Japan 
to New Hampshire. In 1980, she put in half a year at 
the John Deere factory in Moline, Illinois. Working 
in cast iron with American metalworkers there, she 
produced monolithic sculptures inspired by screw-
drivers and files.

“No woman in history has done what Beverly has 
done, which is to make the monumental outdoor pieces 
fabricated with factory techniques,” says the art critic 
Barbara Rose. “No woman has gone into a factory and 
worked right alongside the workers.”

In recent years, fabricating individual works at a 
factory, located in nearby Assisi, she has moved from 
pillar to curve. Her last New York show was called 
“Curvae in Curvae,” and works for the next show are 
elaborations on the same theme. The cavernous steel 
factory in Assisi, where she is producing work for her 
next show, contains a row of finished and half-finished 
colossal broken circles and spirals.

T
oday, PePPer’s works are installed in pub-
lic and private spaces around the world, 
from Lithuania to Japan, Seattle to Venice. 
She has produced in-ground sculptures, 

mega-landscapes of rock or metal protruding from the 
earthlike modernist ruins. Her amphisculptures are 
artistic references to the outdoor theaters of ancient 
Greece and Rome. (The first and best-known of these 
sits inside the AT&T headquarters in New Jersey.) In 
Italy, besides the Todi pillars, a rusty curve slices >

art tour
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buena vista  A view of Todi, where the ancient Etruscan landscape had a profound influence on Pepper’s work. 

“When you Walk 
this landscape 
it’s like being 
inside a spirit you 
can’t understand. 
it’s a kind of 
unexplainable 
dimension.”

–beverly pepper
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the air outside St. Peter’s church in Assisi. And she is 
currently designing another one for L’Aquila, Italy, as 
a post-earthquake donation.

Rose calls Pepper’s work both ambitious and 
accessible. “How many artists have done these huge 
site-specific installations?” Rose asks. “You come up 
with Richard Serra or Michael Heizer. Often these 
works are aggressive, but Beverly is not hostile. She’s 
aiming at posterity. These materials are not going to 
go away. The fact that there’s a decision to make these 
outside works out of permanent materials that can’t 
be moved—that has to do with her ambition.”

David Collens, director of the Storm King Art 
Center in upstate New York, places Pepper’s work 
alongside sculptors like David Smith and Serra. “That 
show in Spoleto in 1962 was legendary,” he says. 
“Beverly may not be as recognized as other artists 
working on a large scale, but she has created her own 
aesthetic, and her individual works are as recogniz-
able as a Serra or a Calder.”

Rose says Pepper would be better known had 
she lived in New York. “We used to kid about the 
fact that at the age of 90, she deserves the ‘Louise 
crown’: Nevelson and Bourgeois worked very hard, 
and finally in old age they got accolades. The ques-
tion is, for Beverly, why didn’t she have that earlier? 
And I think it’s mainly because she stayed in Italy.” 
And yet her life abroad also nourished her aesthetic 
in profound ways. When she first moved to Italy, she 
discovered Renaissance art through the tutelage of 
her husband. But it was among Todi’s medieval archi-
tecture, its ancient Etruscan roots, that she found 

true inspiration. The city had a lasting influence on 
her work.

Pepper’s decision to settle in Italy was both personal 
and professional, but the salubrious Umbrian hills did 
not mean a quieter lifestyle. In four decades, everyone 
who is anyone in the worlds of Italo-American culture 
and diplomacy has made at least one, if not numer-
ous, pilgrimages to the Todi castle of Signor e Signora 
Pepe. So many visitors returned to buy and restore 
their own castles and villas that the terrain around 
Todi earned the nickname Beverly’s Hills.

American friends who followed the Peppers into 
the Todi real estate market include American art 
dealer Joseph Helman, former Yale president Benno 
C. Schmidt, the late actor Ben Gazzara and artist Al 
Held. Before he died, Time Warner Chairman Steven 
Ross bought a whole village.  Younger friends have 
started making the pilgrimage as well. Film director 
Liz Garbus and her producer husband, Dan Cogan, had 
just visited with their two children this summer. In 
the late ’90s, the Peppers sold their castle (vertiginous 
steps became unmanageable as the years passed) to 
a pair of American multimillionaires, Peter Mullin 
and Miles Rubin, men with fortunes from finance and 
insurance, respectively. 

The Peppers’ social set has always included bold-
faced names from Hollywood, international art and 
politics. Pepper can riff about watching Supreme Court 
Justice Earl Warren’s boxer shorts drying on a line on 
a luxury yacht they shared (“They really should have 
paid to have their laundry done,” she says), and remi-
nisce about Gellhorn dropping into their Rome house 

one day to beg Bill to go with her on an assignment to 
Africa, “because she didn’t know how to change tires.” 
Gellhorn continued working in international journal-
ism after her marriage to Hemingway ended, often 
staying with the Peppers when she bounced through 
Italy. “Martha told me Hemingway was actually a cow-
ard,” Pepper says. “She said that during the war they 
had a flat in London, and when the bombers came over-
head, he would drag her into bed to do whatever—he 
had to do that in order to escape his fear.” 

A
fter dressing for a dinner at Helman’s 
neighboring castle, Pergolaccio, she gives 
a tour of the photo gallery on her bedroom 
wall, a veritable Life magazine montage of 

the postwar Italian-American scene. There’s Pepper in 
a white fur hat with Fellini; with Justice Warren on a 
yacht owned by the mother of  The Washington Post 
publisher, Katharine Graham; on the tarmac in front of 
a TWA flight just back from a jaunt to Angkor Wat with 
her 10-year-old daughter, the future Pulitzer Prize–
winner Jorie Graham; and in Rome, standing beside 
Norman Mailer. Among the dozens of famous faces 
gazing down at her when she sleeps are Ezra Pound, 
Mother Teresa, Hillary Clinton and American social-
ites Kitty Carlisle and Marietta Tree.

Looking at the pictures, she sighs. “I was told I had 
animal magnetism when I was young,” she says. “Now 
I regret that I didn’t use it more. I never had affairs 
to climb to the top, and I only regret one that I didn’t 
have, but that’s just because I actually liked him.”

She steps outside. Globes of green figs dangle from 
a tree near the kitchen door, silhouetted against the 
rising moon. In the distance, the ancient white stone 
circle of the town of Todi glows against fields of gold 
sunflower and green foliage, squares etched on the 
hills like patchwork. 

“This is St. Francis country,” she says of Umbria. 
“What interests me is a spirituality that isn’t particu-
larly religious. When you walk this landscape, it’s like 
being inside a spirit you can’t understand. It’s another 
dimension, a kind of unexplainable dimension. It’s like 
an aura outside my sculpture. I couldn’t work in New 
York City. Here, I feel like I have more space to fill. We 
live in a miracle here, even though we don’t all know 
it. The clouds. I never understood how the Greeks 
thought the gods lived in the sky, until I lived here, and 
then I saw it. Sometimes when I drive to the factory in 
Assisi, I look around and my heart just beats with it.” •

art tour
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Y
ou’re gonna have to serve somebody,” 
trills Zack McKown as he tries to explain his 
nearly 30 years of collaboration with partner 
Calvin Tsao. It’s not often that you hear an 

architect quoting a Bob Dylan song when describing a 
business philosophy, but Tsao & McKown Architects is 
far from the typical firm. Since the duo—Tsao, 60, and 
McKown, 61—opened their office in 1985, they have 
worked for a variety of clients, from bold-faced names 
like Ian Schrager (an apartment and bar at Morgans 
hotel in Midtown Manhattan) and André Balazs (a 
47-story condominium in Lower Manhattan) to the 
decidedly lower-profile, like the group of Buddhists 
monks in Bhutan for whom they’re currently planning 
a retirement home. Now, thanks to Octave, a develop-
ment company Tsao cofounded with his brother, Fred, 
the architects are working on their most ambitious 
project yet: designing new communities in China that 
stand in stark opposition to the monolithic cities that 
seem to sprout up across the country overnight. 

BY karen stein

Calvin Tsao and Zack McKown are confronting the way cities are built  
in China, one eco-friendly community at a time. 

built to last
architecture

the e xchange

As part of Octave, Tsao & McKown Architects cur-
rently has two different projects underway in China, 
both of which will be completed in the next two 
years. Octave wants to develop diverse, pedestrian-
friendly live-work communities where people of all 
economic levels have suitable housing as well as easy 
access to cultural facilities and the outdoors. “One of 
the difficulties with architecture is that, unlike art, 
for example, it’s not about self-expression alone,” 
explains Calvin, sitting in his New York City studio. 
“It’s about enriching people’s lives.” It’s this combina-
tion of curatorial discernment and utopian vision that 
forms the basis of his alliance with Fred, who is the 
chairman of IMC Pan Asia Alliance Group, a shipping 
and real estate conglomerate that’s the latest iteration 
of the Tsao family business. 

After years of witnessing the ravaging effects of 
China’s rapid transformation from a rural to an urban 
society, the Tsao brothers decided to devise an alter-
native. (According to the McKinsey Global Institute, 

if current trends continue, China will have 221 cities 
of a million or more inhabitants by 2025. In compari-
son, all of Europe has only 35 such cities.) It’s no easy 
feat in a country that has been destroying evidence of 
its past at an unprecedented rate. At a lecture at the 
Architectural League of New York last April, Wang 
Shu, China’s most prominent architect, bemoaned the 
“crazy change” sweeping his homeland, noting that 90 
percent of traditional buildings have been destroyed 
in recent years. “If China doesn’t develop well, we are 
all finished,” says Fred. His brother agrees: “We real-
ized we couldn’t just sit on the sidelines and complain 
about it or criticize it without participating. But how 
we can get into it and find a platform or a road map has 
just been trial and error.”

Descended from a family with roots in Shanghai, 
Calvin first traveled to mainland China in his twen-
ties, when he went with his then-boss, I.M. Pei, to 
work on one of the first major projects of the post-
Mao era: Beijing’s Fragrant Hill Hotel, a synthesis P
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dual action  
tsao, left, and 
mckown.
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Though Tsao & McKown Architects is simultane-
ously working on several other projects for clients in 
the U.S. and Asia, Octave is keeping the office busy. 
As Octave’s creative director, Calvin oversees all 
design aspects while the firm at large is responsible 
for building many of the individual structures. As a 
longtime advocate of urban public spaces, McKown 
points out that the line between architect and client 
shouldn’t be too finely drawn: “To make the forms, 
you have to be part of deciding the uses,” he says of 
his firm’s strategic role. 

C
alvin Tsao and Zack Mckown met in 1976 at 
Harvard’s Graduate School of Design—fight-
ing over desk space, according to lore. The 
official description of their firm is “an eclectic 

group of accomplished individuals,” and it has pro-
duced everything from a lipstick case for Shu Uemura 
and installations for fashion designer Geoffrey Beene 
to private houses and a $1.6 billion mixed-use develop-
ment in Singapore called Suntec City. Their trademark 
is not stylistic, they say, but rather an ongoing medita-
tion on the question: What is architecture today? 

One of Octave’s first big accomplishments was 
successfully negotiating an agreement with the 
Chengdu government to develop a 240-acre site on 
the banks of the Min River, near the Himalayas. Since 
the mountainous terrain offers an excellent plat- 
form for studying biodiversity, the company hatched 
a development plan that includes research facilities, a 
wellness center and an academy to study traditional 
Chinese medicine—the building blocks of a new local 
economy. A panda preserve near the site will help to 
ensure a steady stream of tourism, so hotels and a 
vibrant commercial district are also part of the overall 
plan. Add in artist studios and you have the makings 

of traditional Chinese forms and new building tech-
niques. Lessons he gleaned from that project—being 
authentic to the place while shirking nostalgia—are 
embedded in Octave’s design methodology and 
business plan.   

Officially launched six years ago, Octave began 
as a think tank of sorts, convening workshops and 
conducting its own research into issues like urban 
farming, biodiversity and integrative medicine. There 
were seminars mixed with field study: Calvin took 
the Shanghai-based members of the project team on 
tours around New York to scrutinize what makes cities 
dynamic, focusing on questions like how the farm-to-
table movement has transformed the local restaurant 
scene. Octave’s long-term goal is to create an urbanity 
that is new to the China of today, yet not so foreign as 
to be alienating. “It’s a balance between what we think 
is right and what we think the audience can under-
stand,” explains Calvin.

of a self-sustaining and culturally rich community.
While the Chengdu master plan was put on hold fol-

lowing the massive earthquake in the region in May 
2008, it has informed smaller-scale Octave projects 
that are now being developed. The Dalian Agora, a 
residential and commercial tower designed by Tsao & 
McKown located in the seaside city of Dalian, is meant 
to revitalize the area around a historic school building. 
The Shanghai Learning Center, developed in response 
to China’s one-child-per-family policy, will also be 
completed at the end of 2013. “Children are a precious 
obsession in China,” says Calvin. Octave is currently 
creating a curriculum for new parents that combines 
play and learning. Another project, Harmony Hotel—
set on a lakeside in Suzhou, about an hour and a half 
from Shanghai—will be a mix of villas and apart-
ments, a hotel and spa, an integrative medicine clinic 
and an organic market; it’s planned for 2015.

“They only take on projects that can have a positive 
social impact,” observes Harvard University professor 
Peter Rowe, an expert on urban planning in Asia who 
has advised the Tsao brothers. “I’ve even seen them 
walk away—with money left on the table—when they 
don’t get the quality they’re after.” 

Fred attributes the genesis of Octave to a tradi-
tional Chinese proverb he was taught as a child. “My 
parents would say, ‘I’m well. You’re well. And all is 
well,’ ” he recalls, speaking by videoconference from 
Octave’s office in Shanghai. For Fred, it was a message 
that the pursuit of one’s personal well-being should 
not be separated from the pursuit of the well-being 
of all. To accomplish this, the team is willing to take 
their time theorizing and designing—even if it means 
delaying profits. As Fred says, half joking about the 
family business, “We don’t have to worry about share-
holders kicking us out after a year or two.” •

“They only Take  
on projecTs ThaT 
have a posiTive 
social impacT. i’ve 
seen Them walk 
away—wiTh money 
lefT on The  
Table—when They 
don’T geT The 
qualiTy They’re 
afTer.” —peTer rowe
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social structure 
Clockwise from far 
left: Plans for the 
Chengdu Longchi urban 
development in China;  
a rendering of the Bhutan 
Elder sangha sanctuary; 
the yellow façade of the 
william Beaver house 
in lower manhattan; 
brothers Fred, left, and 
Calvin Tsao.
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BY Elisa lipskY-karasz   photographY BY matt ramirEz

Ryan Korban, the mastermind behind Alexander Wang’s home 
and stores, is bringing his luxe minimalism to his uptown 

apartment—and to Balenciaga’s new retail look.

movinG on up
InterIor Alchemy
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GRaY aNaTOMY  
In Korban’s living 
room, custom raw 
silk curtains frame a 
refurbished desk and 
Maison Jansen lamps.

i
f there were a yearbook of the interior design 
world, Ryan Korban’s future vocation would 
undoubtedly read Most Likely to Succeed Peter 
Marino—Marino being the fashion world’s go-to 

designer and interior architect, who is responsible for 
the international boutiques of Chanel, Christian Dior 
Céline and Louis Vuitton, as well as fashion mogul 
Bernard Arnault’s homes. Though the 28-year-old 
Korban hasn’t yet reached those levels of renown, he 
is well on his way, having completed residences for 
designer Alexander Wang, actor James Franco and 
models Julia Stegner and Jessica Stam. He’s also cre-
ated retail stores, including the flagship Alexander 
Wang store on Manhattan’s Grand Street (2,500 
square feet of white marble and hot-rolled steel, com-
plete with a jet-black fox-fur hammock), as well as 
shops for Black Gold, Diesel’s runway collection. This 
fall marks his graduation into the big leagues by help-
ing to restyle the stores for Balenciaga, the venerable 
French fashion house that Wang recently took over. 

“He is one of the few people I trust completely,” 
says Wang, who met Korban when they were still stu-
dents at Parsons and The New School, respectively, 
and quickly realized they had much in common. 
“We both were very ambitious and always had a 
strong sense of what we wanted,” remembers Wang, 
who, along with fellow designer Joseph Altuzarra, 
the stylish sisters Victoria, Vanessa and Samantha 
Traina and actress Zoë Kravitz, formed a tight-knit 
group of fashionable young New Yorkers. But even 
the young guard grows up one day, which is how 
Korban now finds himself living in the surprisingly 
genteel environs of Central Park South.  “I just had 
to get out of downtown,” says Korban, in his plushly 
decorated two-bedroom apartment. “This feels like 
big Manhattan.” (He has retained his decidedly non-
uptown uniform of black jeans and black hair pulled 
back into a scruffy ponytail.)

The home is the latest in a string for the designer, 
who estimates that he has moved every year of the 
seven since his graduation from college, where he 
specialized in cultural media studies and European 
art history. “I move a lot because once I’m done, I’m 
ready to decorate a new apartment,” he says. His 
new space is a rhapsody of gray tones, inspired by a 
Franco Rubartelli photograph of model Veruschka 
that hangs on one wall. “Gray is my neutral,” says 
Korban, who became a connoisseur of the color by 
using it regularly for his residential clients and fash-
ion projects. There is even a gray leather teddy bear 
on Korban’s custom-made Ralph Lauren black lac-
quer bed. Anything not gray is mostly black, cream, 
chrome or glass.

Also crowding the space is a menagerie of Korban’s 
prized taxidermy, which he calls the “ultimate home 
accessory.” A zebra overlooks the living room, while 
elsewhere perch a flock of birds—cranes and an albino 
peacock. (“I don’t know where to put them anymore,” 
says Korban, whose sources include the New York 
store Evolution and dealers in Paris.) The animals 
coexist with richly finished furniture and accessories, 
many of which are vintage pieces discovered while 
shopping for clients in London and Paris. One prize 
find is a pair of ornate black Maison Jansen lamps 

wsj. mAgA zIne

“FAshIon hAs deFIned 
luxury For our 

generAtIon. I don’t 
thInk InterIor desIgn 

hAs done thAt yet.” 
–ryAn korbAn

MAKEOVER 
ARTIST  Korban, 
right, often 
customizes pieces, 
including the couch 
he’s sitting on. 
Clockwise from 
far left: A goatskin 
parchment armoire; 
horn shelves from 
Creel and Gow 
hold a collection of 
malachite boxes; an 
Italian smoked-cut 
crystal chandelier 
hangs over shagreen 
sharkskin chairs.

dripping with fruit that he first saw at a New York gal-
lery for $12,000, but found again at a Paris flea market 
for a fraction of the price. Elsewhere are sconces by 
Christian Liaigre, one of Korban’s idols along with 
the late Jean-Michel Frank, whose influence is evident 
in the apartment’s signature mix of understated and 
lush elements. 

“It’s rare to meet someone who has such defined 
taste at such a young age,” says Altuzarra, whose 
design studio Korban helped decorate. “He thinks 
about what is aesthetically beautiful, but there is also 
a sense of pragmatism and functionality. It’s a mature 
way of looking at design.” 

“Sex, romance and fantasy” is how Korban 
describes his own decor, a mixture of Italian 1970s 
references, traditional English style, romantic silk 
fabrics and exotic touches—including dramatic 
horn lamps, accessories from the Italian company 
Arca and a coyote fur throw draped over a couch. 
He has refurbished several of his vintage furni-
ture pieces in rare animal skins, including a chest 
of drawers covered in cream-tone ostrich, which 
took nine months to customize to the proper pale 
color. “It’s my favorite skin,” says Korban, who 
also applied it to a large mirror frame. An oversize 
armoire in the living room is covered in a delicate 
goatskin parchment, while a matched set of chairs 
is finished in iridescent shagreen sharkskin. “I had 
these in the dining room, but people started kicking 

them,” the designer laments. 
Korban is constantly tweaking the decor, includ-

ing the placement of the two sofas that dominate 
the living room: Knoll originals that were found on 
eBay and customized to echo a pair once famously 
owned by the late fashion designer Halston. Another 
recent Korban obsession is bronze sculpture. “I now 
have four or five sculptures, but before there were 
12. That’s what happens to me,” he says. “I can’t stick 
to one thing ever.” And in Tony Duquette fashion, he 
created a homemade installation of natural quince 
branches with perpetually blooming silk blossoms 
(each individually glued to the spot where there had 
been a natural flower growing). 

It’s just the kind of ad-hoc innovation that the self-
trained Korban is apt to create. The son of hair salon 
owners in Philadelphia, he grew up thinking he would 
either become an actor or work in fashion. But soon 
after moving to New York for college, he realized that 
interior design was his passion. A fashion internship 
was a “disaster,” and he realized that what he loved 
“wasn’t so much the acting but the theater and how 
magical it was. It made me see that what I really 
loved was creating environments.” His first foray into 
design was creating the chic Tribeca boutique Edon 
Manor for his friend and business partner Davinia 
Wang (no relation to the designer), which opened in 
2007 and helped him garner several residential cli-
ents. His family’s background made him instantly 

well suited to the business. “I grew up around the idea 
of servicing a client at the high end,” says Korban. “At 
the end of the day, what I do is a service.” 

But unlike many interior designers, he hopes to 
focus entirely on retail spaces in the future. “Some 
people love living rooms and dining rooms, but I love 
stores. I love making product look its best. It’s like a 
puzzle,” says Korban, whose primary focus became 
lighting and materials for those projects. “It’s less 
about furniture and more about the perfect mix of 
materials. You are developing your brand’s lan-
guage: Is it going to be brass and marble? If so, is the 
brass brushed?” 

“He is meticulous about the smallest details, 
and that’s what I appreciate in his work ethic,” says 
Alexander Wang. 

Besides the rollout of the Balenciaga stores, Korban 
is seeking broader horizons for his design philosophy, 
beginning with the publication of his first book next 
year. “What I’ve been trying to do is bring attention 
and life into the design world—the youth and excite-
ment I see in the fashion world,” he says. “Fashion has 
defined luxury for our generation, and I don’t think 
interior design has done that yet.” 

In the meantime, he is enjoying his new apart-
ment. “My own home is becoming a place where I can 
wait to find the perfect pieces,” says Korban, though 
he will never be done fine-tuning things. “But I love it 
more than ever.” •
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6:37 p.m.  
Arrives at Tosca Cafe 
in San Francisco’s North Beach 
for a walk-through of the 
kitchen. “It’s not easy opening  
a restaurant,” she says. 

BY Claire Martin    
photographY BY WilliaM aBranoWiCz

tracked

Famous for her New York gastropubs, the English chef is going global with a  
San Francisco eatery, a PBS series and a forthcoming cookbook devoted to vegetables.

April Bloomfield

C
hef April Bloomfield’s New York City 
gastropub the Spotted Pig is known for its 
famous investors, Jay Z and Bono among 
them. So it should come as no surprise that 

Bloomfield and her business partner, Ken Friedman, 
acquired their newest restaurant in San Francisco 
with some celebrity help: When Sean Penn discovered 
that one of his favorite watering holes, Tosca Cafe, was 
closing its doors, he rang up his pal Friedman, who 
immediately began hatching plans to take over. After 
a summer-long kitchen renovation, Tosca reopens this 
month. With it, Bloomfield, 39, returns to her Italian 
cooking roots—a style that most Americans, blinded 
by the beauty of the burgers she serves at Michelin-
starred the Spotted Pig and the Breslin Bar & Dining 
Room, likely aren’t aware she has.

Bloomfield’s rise to fame began at age 16, when 
she missed her deadline to apply to the police acad-
emy and opted to enter cooking school in her native 
Birmingham, England. By her late twenties she was 
crafting risottos and raviolis at the renowned River 
Cafe in London, where fellow Brit Jamie Oliver also 
cut his teeth. There, Friedman and Mario Batali dis-
covered Bloomfield while searching for a chef for the 
Spotted Pig. She apprenticed at Alice Waters’s Chez 
Panisse in 2003 before making history the following 
year by introducing New Yorkers to their first gastro-
pub: “the Pig,” as it’s known. Bloomfield now presides 
over four of the city’s most popular kitchens, having 
opened the Ace Hotel’s John Dory Oyster Bar in 2010 
and Salvation Taco earlier this year. 

As if all that weren’t enough, this month Bloomfield 

will also be featured on the PBS travel-cooking series 
The Mind of a Chef, which took her from New York City 
to Sarasota, Florida, and back home to England. On 
October 26, she’ll participate with 40-plus chefs from 
around the world in Cook It Raw, a chef’s summit in 
Charleston, South Carolina. And next summer, she’s 
set to publish her second cookbook, A Girl and Her 
Greens, the vegetable-heavy antidote to her glowingly 
reviewed A Girl and Her Pig. 

While Bloomfield was working to get Tosca off the 
ground, she lived out of her suitcase at Hotel Zetta, 
eating poached-egg breakfasts and morning buns at 
her favorite local eateries and rolling up her sleeves to 
do everything from inspect her new restaurant’s cus-
tom-made white-enamel Viking stove to befriending 
the town’s top butchers. >
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38 
years old

The age she got her driver’s license.

8 
years old

The age of her friend’s son, who came up 
with the name for Bloomfield’s forthcoming  
vegetable cookbook, A Girl and Her Greens 

(Harper Collins, June 2014).

1 
ingredient

she won’t eat: honey.

4 
cups

of English breakfast tea drunk throughout 
the day. “I didn’t have one yesterday,  

and I was so bummed out,” she says. •

53 
years  

since Tosca sealed off its kitchen and  
became only a bar, serving the likes  

of Francis Ford Coppola, Christopher  
Hitchens and Sam Shepard.

200  
burgers served at the 

 Spotted Pig and the Breslin 
on busy nights. The best way to eat them? 

“Shove fries on top and give the  
burger a light squeeze,” Bloomfield advises. 

180 
minutes

spent boxing at a gym each week when  
she’s at home, in New York City.

580 
cookbooks

on the bookshelves in her office. Favorites 
include Honey From a Weed, by Patience 

Gray, Roast Chicken and Other Stories,  
by Simon Hopkinson, and Martha Stewart’s 

Cookies. “I like to get inspired and  
pick up ideas,” she says, “but I don’t really  

cook from books.”

180 
British pounds

for Bloomfield’s entire culinary  
school tuition.

8:15 a.m.
“I love San 
Francisco. 
I just got here. I have my 
suitcase and toothbrush. 
I’m staying in a hotel, 
but I’m trying to find an 
apartment.” 

8:05 a.m.
Chats with Amaryll Schwertner, 
chef of Boulettes Larder, a newly renovated 
 restaurant. “I will come for breakfast every day,” 
declares Bloomfield. 

5:20 p.m.
Tastes 33 types of cheeses
at Cowgirl Creamery to potentially serve  
at Tosca. “You can taste the wine in there,” 
she says approvingly of a taleggio.

9:23 a.m.
Peruses the
farmers’ market 
at UN Plaza with the 
executive sous chef  
of Tosca, which will have 
a menu that draws from 
different Italian regions. 

1:45 p.m.
Meets with the team 
at Avedano’s Holly Park Market, a local 
butcher and sandwich shop. Orders  
a selection of sandwiches, including  
a lambwich and a pastrami panini. 

2:54 p.m.
Spends $714.48

at Bernal Cutlery on 
three Ashi Hamono 

knives with magnolia-
wood handles.

Powered by
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T
wo years ago, a loose federation of furni-
ture, graphic, textile and architectural design 
talents agreed to rent workspaces in a charm-
ingly ramshackle fixer-upper in San Salvador. 

The idea was that the six designers—five Salvadorans 
and one Argentine, all in their thirties—would pitch 
in to restore the house and open a communal retail 
space on its ground floor. There they would sell a 
product almost entirely unfamiliar to the local popu-
lation: high-end design manufactured completely in El 
Salvador. They called themselves the Carrot Concept, 
after the proverbial stick and carrot, and their goal 
was a lofty one: to transform the country into a locus 

of quality design, competitive with European cities of 
creativity like Antwerp or Amsterdam. 

“We’d all been working separately, but we soon fig-
ured out that, in the long run, this didn’t make sense,” 
says furniture designer Roberto Dumont of the Carrot 
Concept’s tactics. “We needed to come together to pro-
vide one idea, one path, one line of communication.”

Since inaugurating the space with a crowded 
opening party in November 2012, the Carrot Concept 
has become a destination where customers and the 
merely curious alike can browse furniture, check 
out the art-book library or sip pressed juices served 
in mason jars from Soya, the organic café housed in a 

former garage adjacent to the house. A covered stair-
way leads from the café to a patio, which looks onto 
the showroom and a lush backyard with an herb gar-
den and a rope swing. One can enter Soya and leave 
through the Carrot Concept’s front door. The open 
format is meant to be as unintimidating as possible; 
in order to create a community in a country with no 
real tradition of innovative design practices, every-
one has to feel welcome. 

Dumont, José Roberto Paredes, Harry and Claudia 
Washington, Josefina Alvarez and Guillermo 
Altamirano have come to be known as “the carrots,” 
both at home and at buzzy fairs like WantedDesign in 
New York. They produce work individually as well as 
for the collective: Among their designs are trapezoi-
dal wood and lacquer bookshelves; metal and yellow 
PVC-cord chairs; and colorful necklaces and prints. 
Also on display at the showroom are silk-screened 
totes that riff on mesh plastic shopping bags, wire 
floor lamps with quirky wooden handles and sectional 
sofas, as well as pieces by any of the 30-plus design-
ers who have come to be affiliated with the Carrot 
Concept, like the curvilinear fiberglass ‘O’ bench by 
27-year-old Ernesto Pastore, who is attending school 
in London this year to study technologies such as 3-D 
printing. Central to their plan was the creation of a 
design HQ from which to council and support other 
aspiring designers from El Salvador. Anyone is invited 
to submit work for review—or just use the house as a 
spot to sip coffee and sketch designs.

They have managed to attract the attention of 
industry leaders like Jerry Helling, the creative direc-
tor of Bernhardt Design, the contemporary furniture 
division of the 124-year-old North Carolina–based 
Bernhardt home furnishing company, which also 
works with leading designers like Yves Béhar, Fabien 
Baron and Tyler Brûlé. “This was a rather bold 
move, saying, ‘Okay we are going to try design,’ ” 
says Helling, who visits El Salvador at least once a 
year to offer business advice, aesthetic critique and 
some financial backing, acting as an American god-
father of sorts. “That’s why it’s so cool that they came 
together and started the Carrot Concept, a physical 
place in El Salvador to show people and educate them 
on what this concept of design is all about. We think 
we have issues [here] convincing people design is 
important—they have real issues.”

For most of its recent history, any news issuing 
from the Pacific-facing nation of roughly six million 
was likely bad: reports on the brutal decade-long civil 
war or the organized gangs that exploited the country 
in its aftermath. Though the situation has stabilized 
significantly, and tourists have begun to trickle in, 
El Salvador is still not as safe as neighboring Central 
American countries, such as Costa Rica. The Carrot 
Concept’s primary challenge has been overcoming 
logistical challenges—and changing outsiders’ per-
ceptions about their country. Among other road blocks, 
there is no large-scale furniture manufacturing to 
speak of, unreliable export and import capabilities 
and storage problems. If it’s become trendy in America 
to esteem handmade, locally sourced products above 
industrial ones, Salvadoran designers are in the unen-
viable position of being artisanal by necessity.  

BY Megan conwaY   photographY BY jake stangel

Against all odds, a world-class design collective is growing  
on El Salvador’s tough turf—and is poised to change the  

country’s reputation one chair, bench and bookshelf at a time.

meeT The carroTs
design

group dynamic  From left: Josefina Alvarez, Roberto Dumont, Claudia Washington, Guillermo Altamirano, 
José Roberto Paredes and Harry Washington at the Carrot Concept, in San Salvador.
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“Wood and metal are the basics we can use,” says 
Claudia Washington. (The aluminum molds that 
plastic products require can cost upward of $100,000 
each, a prohibitive price for boutique designers.) On 
the other hand, PVC cord, a material many of the 
Carrot Concept designers work with, can be found 
in everything from machinery to Salvadoran truck 
drivers’ seats. As a result, their work tends to have 
a discernible handcrafted element—a friendliness 
that’s often absent from comparable professional-
grade objects in other countries. “[Our pieces] are 
industrial looking, but they have a heart,” says 
Claudia’s husband, Harry. “So while Scandinavians 
can be very polished or the Japanese very tailored, 
these pieces have a lot of character. They have a lot of 
punch and sauce to them.” 

The ability to share resources is one of the Carrot 
Concept’s great advantages. When a designer fresh 
from university comes to the house for guidance, 
they are able to point them in the direction of the best 
glassblower, the best metallurgist, the best carpen-
ter. “We work directly with about 300 people through 
workshops and designers,” says Dumont. “It’s not just 
the six of us, it’s a whole community, really.” Still, 
despite this growing economic network of local crafts-
men trained in artisanal techniques (like weaving 
with natural fibers and metalwork), the Salvadoran 
government tends to support industries that yield 
immediately quantifiable results, like textiles and the 
exportable food industry, rather than more niche pro-
fessions like design. 

“We’ve had problems being competitive as a 
country,” says Alejandro Poma, a businessman and 
philanthropist whose family has interests in real 
estate, hotels and the arts. He believes one such means 
of regaining economic footing in Central America is 
through initiatives like Contempo, a design contest 
that began in 2007 as a USAID program. Several of 
“the carrots” have competed in Contempo, and many 
are now involved as judges or advisers. The prize is a 
trip to the International Contemporary Furniture Fair 
in New York. “The beauty of an initiative like Contempo 
is that it produces an environment conducive to inno-
vation,” says Poma, whose family foundation partly 
sponsors the contest along with Bernhardt Design 
and other private sources. “Having those capabilities 
is much more important for a country like ours than, 
say, coffee farms.” 

Though the Carrot Concept is experiencing no 
shortage of buzz, it’s also entering a difficult phase: 
Now that momentum has been established, how will 
the designers keep it going? Already active on social 
media, they are launching a website and online 
shop, which will extend their reach even further. 
Furniture shops in San Salvador are beginning to 
commission pieces from the designers, rather than 
order in from Europe. And requests from U.S. out-
lets like from Luminaire and Fab keep coming in. 
“We have this carrot in the front and we’re all aim-
ing for it, but you don’t expect to get there,” says 
Harry. “Once you do, the carrot moves. Now we have 
orders to fill.”•  
Avenida Las Palmas, Pasaje 6, #114, Colonia San Benito, 
San Salvador, El Salvador; thecarrotconcept.com. 

latin flair  
Clockwise from top 

left: The cupola of the 
Metropolitan Cathedral 

in San Salvador; 
Alvarez, originally 
from Buenos Aires, 

with one of her prints; 
lacquer bowls by the 

Washingtons; necklaces 
by Alvarez; the Carrot 

Concept showroom; 
Harry Washington, 

with his wife, Claudia, 
in a chair of their own 

design; apparel and 
furniture for sale at the 

Carrot Concept.
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FAR 
FROM 
HOME
ON DECK
Sailing the coastline of Mozambique 
in a dhow, a vessel that has plied these 
waters for centuries.
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BY Tom DowneY
PHoToGRAPHY BY oLAF oTTo BeCKeR

The coastal African nation—once 
a seat of Portugal’s colonial holdings, 
now home to pristine island retreats, 
architectural treasures and a singular 
blend of cultures—faces massive 
development from outside investors.  
Now is the time to visit. 

PORT OF CALL  On Ilha de Moçambique—an island where Portuguese 
colonial architecture survives in various states of decay—this 17th-century 
customs house was once the gateway through which all visitors passed.
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i 
pass through a dark corridor and step into 
the nave of a small church built nearly five 
hundred years ago. Its altar is illuminated by 
converging beams of light streaming through 
three cross-shaped openings carved into the 
thick coral walls. The architecture is raw, 

magnificent and reminds me of Tadao Ando’s miracu-
lous Church of the Light—built a few hundred years 
later in Japan, but informed by the same apprecia-
tion of the interplay of sunlight, space and darkness. 
The building I’m standing in—the oldest, fully intact 
European structure in the southern hemisphere—is 
at the tip of Ilha de Moçambique, a tiny island off the 
coast of Mozambique that was once the capital of all 
Portuguese holdings in East Africa and a hub for trade 
routes stretching as far away as Goa.

I exit into the bright afternoon sun and climb to the 
Fortaleza de São Sebastião behind the church, into a 

watchtower Portuguese soldiers once manned against 
invading Dutchmen. From atop the fort, I can see what 
they were fighting for: a crystal clear, bright blue 
expanse of ocean, punctuated by vivid green man-
grove trees and sweeping coral reefs. These waters 
were once a vital maritime highway, first for Arab 
traders from the Middle East, then for Portuguese col-
onists. Passing through here were goods on the way to 
Portugal and the rest of its empire, as well as terrible 
human traffic in slaves.

Mozambique, after years of post-independence 
suffering, is now prospering again, partially because 
this stretch of ocean is poised to become a very valu-
able route—this time for vast reserves of natural 
gas recently discovered off the country’s northern 
coastline. Today, the islands north of here—up to and 
including the 200-mile-long Quirimbas Archipelago, 
which almost reaches Tanzania—are mostly empty, 

apart from a handful of fishing villages and some small, 
exclusive lodges fronting rugged beaches. The down-
side to traveling to islands so remote and unspoiled 
is that you sometimes end up feeling as though you 
could be anywhere in the world. Fortunately, in 
Mozambique, the natural appeal of these islands is 
complemented by a rich, largely unknown historical 
and architectural legacy that includes preserved gems 
like this fort and adjacent church. And it isn’t just the 
Portuguese who left their mark; the islands also carry 
the legacy of the Arabs and Indians who traded in this 
region for centuries, revealed by the fact that many 
Mozambicans here still speak Swahili, a lingua franca 
strongly influenced by Arab traders.

Beyond its pristine maritime beauty, Mozambique 
is also home to one of Africa’s livelier capital cities, 
Maputo, with its own architectural treasures. All 
of which mean that this nation is fast becoming the 
destination of choice for travelers who have already 
discovered more frequented spots in Africa. There 
aren’t too many tourists on these islands yet, though: 
Ilha has just a handful of hotels and only a few dozen 
visitors at any given time.  But tourism here is rapidly 
developing, often with South African, East African or, 
more recently, local investment. 

As I learned just before arriving in Mozambique 
for a 10-day tour of the islands and Maputo, tourists 
and energy executives aren’t the only ones flooding 
into the country. I had heard whisperings among 
the Portuguese on the plane: Apparently some of 
their countrymen had been denied visas on arrival 
because this now-booming nation was receiving too 
many illegal entries from people fleeing the economic 
crisis in Europe and looking for work in Africa—an 
unusual twist on typical postcolonial relations. The 
Portuguese arrived in Mozambique in the 16th cen-
tury and ruled the country from the late 19th century 
until 1975, when Portugal’s military-led Carnation 
Revolution caused it to abandon its colonial holdings, 
including Mozambique. The jubilation of independence 
was short-lived. Just two years later this country was 
plunged into a brutal civil war lasting 15 years. As one 
hotel manager on Ilha de Moçambique told me about 
his experience during the war, “I saw things that no 
one should ever have to see. Everyone did.” 

After the war ended, in 1992, an immense amount 
of reconstruction was needed before the coun-
try could return to normalcy. But today, despite 
a few recent eruptions of old civil war tensions, 
Mozambique is thriving. Development, particularly 
in the coal and nascent natural gas sector, involves a 
combination of multinational stakeholders: American 
and Italian companies exploring for gas; Australian 
and Brazilian energy companies exporting coal; 
quasi-governmental Chinese construction compa-
nies building everywhere; and donors from Japan and 
around the world helping to preserve the history of 
the islands. Whether Mozambique will go the route 
of neighboring Angola, where diamond mines and oil 
have led to the rise of a powerful kleptocracy, or fol-
low the example of Botswana, where mineral wealth 
has been invested in the education and well-being of 
the people, remains to be seen. 

I am touring the Fort of São Sebastião with Yorick 
Houdayer, a French architect who had restored the cha-
pel the fort is attached to as one of his first commissions 
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THE COAST WITH THE MOST From far left: A woman gathering firewood on the 
Quirimbas Islands; the dining room at Quilalea, a resort with nine luxury villas built on 
a previously uninhabited island; Quilalea has sand beaches on one shoreline and coral 
outcroppings on the other. 

in Mozambique. Houdayer had run a successful archi-
tectural firm in France until the age of 40, when he 
decided to travel across Africa, the continent he loved 
most. He ended up here, where he’s been for 18 years, 
and has no plans to leave. As I lament the destruction 
that had taken place before he helped fix this building, 
he puts things in perspective. “For Westerners these 
buildings are striking and historically important,” 
he says. “But for the people here they’re just another 
reminder of the fact that they were ruled, often bru-
tally, by another people for centuries. Do you think 
we’d carefully preserve a huge monument in France 
if it had been built by the Nazis during World War II?” 

The colonial structures that have somehow sur-
vived give the place a haunted feeling as you leave 
Makuti Town, where many Mozambicans on the island 
live in huts roofed with coconut palm tiles, and enter 
the formerly Portuguese area, virtually empty at 
night, to stare at exquisitely decaying pastel-colored 
stone buildings. There’s a perverse appeal to the ruin 

here—an implicit commentary on the transitory qual-
ity of all manmade things. “We build for eternity,” 
Houdayer says, referring to the thick stone walls on 
the Portuguese side of town. “But here they build for 
the present.” What I first took as his criticism of local 
building methods, I quickly understand to mean some-
thing else. When he first arrived here a dozen years 
ago, Houdayer felt confident about his knowledge of 
architecture from his training and practice in Europe. 
But after a few years he realized that the indigenous 
African structures, like many of those seemingly flimsy 
houses in Makuti Town, reflect an innate appreciation 
of time, climate and economy. The projects that excite 
him now, he tells me, aren’t ones that merely restore 
colonial architecture to what it once was. “I want to 
forget the cultural apartheid of the Portuguese and 
mix things up,” he tells me. “Why should we hide the 
fact that we are using newer local materials in restor-
ing old structures? We can put an indigenous hat on a 
colonial body.” 

One area of Mozambique’s culture that has long 
been a melting pot is its cuisine. If a journey starts not 
when you first set foot in a place, but when the desire 
to go there is born, my current travels began two 
years ago, in Portugal, when I tasted a dish of fiery, 
slow-cooked goat curry at an upscale restaurant on 
the Tagus riverfront in Lisbon. The chef, João Pedro 
Pedrosa, was the son of Portuguese parents who’d 
lived in Africa, adding a dose of nostalgia to his other 
ingredients. As I drank fizzy water to extinguish the 
heat of the dish, he explained that the recipe came 
from Goans who immigrated to Mozambique during 
colonial times and was later refined in Africa. Such a 
complex layering of cultures and cuisines made me 
desperately want to visit this nation.  

At a restaurant that Houdayer had recommended 
on Ilha, O Paladar, I spoke with the elderly chef and 
owner, who told me that both she and her cuisine were 
descended not just from Mozambican forebears but 
from the Chinese and Indians who once populated the 
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LIgHT FANTASTIC 
On the island of 
Ibo, at sunset, local 
residents scan the 
beach for shells. 
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area. During our meal, the waiter set down a small 
dish of piri-piri, a hot sauce that—along with the 
Portuguese language—is one of the essential elements 
uniting ex-Portuguese colonies. The food reflected 
many cultural layers: We were served a yellow crab 
curry, spicy and sour, with clear ties to Indian cuisine. 
We ate staples that were quintessentially African—
such as doughy slabs of mashed maize, called ncima. 
We finished with a classic local dish, supposedly found 
only on Ilha, called matapa siri-siri, which was also the 
best of the evening—a greenish, soft seaweed, stewed 
and sweetened with coconut milk and cashews.

The next stop on my island tour is Quilalea, a newly 
renovated resort perched alone on a previously unin-
habited island in the Quirimbas Archipelago. Quilalea 
is operated by Azura, a company with two lodges in 
Mozambique, and has just nine luxury villas; nightly 
rates start at $625 per person. It can be reached by a 
30-minute helicopter ride from Pemba, the nearest 
major airport, or by a two-hour boat transfer from 
Ibo Island, the maritime travel hub of the region. The 
island is so small that you can circumnavigate it in 
less than an hour on foot. Quilalea, in contrast to Ilha, 
is simply about the raw natural beauty of the islands. 
Each room has its own private waterfront plot, which 
means that I go to sleep each night to the soft sound of 
the Indian Ocean lapping at my own stretch of sand. 

From the poolside patio I can see fish nibbling on an 
expansive reef.  The next day I follow my South African 
scuba-diving master off the back of his boat and into 
the depths for what’s called a drift dive, during which 
strong underwater currents carry you along so fast 
that you can do nothing but submit and behold the 
marine life swirling by. As we come to the convergence 
of two underwater tides, I follow his instructions 
and reach into my pocket for a metal hook, unfurl-
ing a rope that allows me to anchor myself to the top 
of the reef. Now immobilized, I watch as schools of 
brightly colored fish, big and small, shoot past me, 
propelled by the powerful currents. Back at the bar, I 
join the Quilalea crowd, almost all Europeans, with a 
very high concentration of Brits, including a London 
dive operator here, to suss out the diving options in 
Mozambique. Though the more developed southern 
areas of Mozambique are flooded with South African 
tourists, the north tends to attract Europeans. 

I leave Quilalea via helicopter, which slowly inches 
up from the bush to reveal blue water stretching to the 
horizon on all sides, punctuated by the bright green 
vegetation of the islands, mostly uninhabited, that 
constitute the archipelago. My final island stop is Ibo, 
also in the Quirimbas, another Portuguese trading 
town now rendered remote from the rest of the world. 
Although Ibo and Ilha invite comparison as islands 
with rich Portuguese, Swahili and Indian traditions, 
they are vastly different. Though larger than Ilha, 
Ibo is mostly uninhabitable mangrove swamp. Unlike 
Ilha, which is connected to the mainland by a bridge, 
Ibo can only be reached by aircraft or boat. All of this 
contributes to its more faraway feel.

I arrive on the eve of Ibo’s festival day, when hun-
dreds of residents who have left the island come back 
to drink, dance and celebrate their birthplace. The Ibo 
Island Lodge was built from part of the old governor’s 
house on the southeast tip of the island, to which air 
conditioning, electricity, a roof deck and three infinity 

pools have been added. But the original scheme of the 
structure remains intact: tall ceilings, thick walls 
to insulate against the heat and open corridors that 
frame the mangroves and beachfront that the lodge 
looks out onto.

The lodge’s South African general manager, Rob 
McKenzie, picks me up at the airport accompanied by 
a large hound who sits next to him in the front seat of 
his Land Cruiser, never leaving his side. Where Ilha is 
made up of narrow alleyways flanked by old buildings 
that rise two or three stories, Ibo has just one wide bou-
levard fronted by single-story buildings, most of them 
decrepit and just starting to be rehabilitated. A few of 
these colonial structures have been repurposed—one 
into the police station, another into a late-night bar 
and nightclub. Just before sunset, the lodge’s guests 
come together for a drink on the rooftop. This lodge 
attracts a diverse group of boarders quite different 
from those at Qulialea: a few Americans working for 
NGOs; a couple of South Africans who live and work 

in nearby Pemba; and a Frenchman who spends every 
vacation he can in Mozambique.

In the town’s main square, a halal butcher is work-
ing al fresco to prepare the meat that will be eaten at 
the festival. Several women cross the square, wrapped 
in brightly printed fabric, one of them with her face 
covered in a white powder called musiro, a skin treat-
ment (for sun protection) commonly seen here. On the 
island’s only pier, dhows are packed with people ferry-
ing back to the mainland. Though you can see where 
they will land on the other side, the island, which 
peaked as a trading post in the 1800s, feels much 
farther away from the rest of Mozambique—and the 
world. Ibo is seeking to change all that, though, hav-
ing applied for UNESCO World Heritage Status, which 
Ilha already has. 

On the final night on the archipelago, we set off 
from Ibo on one of the lodge’s dhows equipped to 
sleep on. As we leave port, the chef on board lights a 
small charcoal fire and starts to cook some shrimp. 
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float your Boat 
The lobby and bar area 
at the resort on Quilalea. 
Opposite: Children in 
front of a beached dhow 
at low tide on Ibo. 



ray oF LIGHT 
Right: Colonial 

architecture on Ilha de 
Moçambique. Below: 

A church in central 
Maputo, designed by 
Portuguese architect 

Nuno Craveiro Lopes.  

We climb to the dhow’s rooftop and look back at 
Ibo, still the center of commerce and civilization for 
miles around. Again, as on Ilha, the island’s relation 
to its history is double-edged: Ibo prospered mostly 
because it was a way station for slaves sold to work on 
the French islands in the Indian Ocean. I’m reminded 
of its Arab influences as we hear the call to prayer rise 
up from the island’s mosques.

The tide is withdrawing rapidly now, revealing a 
white-sand beach along the shoreline. Although the 
entire north coast faces tremendous transformation 
from the area’s natural gas discoveries, so far this 
has mostly been felt on the mainland, in the hub city 
of Pemba, where the region’s major airport is located. 
Hotels that were once occupied only by occasional 
tourists are now booked up permanently by foreign 
contract workers flocking here. Though all of that is 
just a 25-minute plane ride from Ibo, it seems incredibly 
distant from the daily life of this island—still governed 
by the tides and the sunrise, the rituals of the fisher-
men and the five daily calls to prayer from the mosques. 
When I awake the next morning after being rocked to 
sleep by the sea, I dive into the clear water and swim to 
the shore of a deserted island, where I look back at the 
boat: The northern leg of my trip has ended with a night 
spent on the kind of wooden sailing ship that has plied 
these waters for centuries.

T
he modern heart of Mozambique 
is its capital, Maputo, located on the 
opposite southern coast of the country. 
Whereas the northern islands I visited 
felt connected to the Indian Ocean cul-
tures of Kenya and Tanzania, Maputo 

is closer to South Africa; though just a six-hour drive 
from Johannesburg, it couldn’t be more different from 
that bustling, chaotic city. At the luxurious Polana 
Serena Hotel—a storied place that has been the center 
of Maputo social life since the city was called Lourenço 
Marques by the Portuguese—I go downstairs for break-
fast and see, next to the usual offerings of eggs, bacon, 
pastries and muesli, a station serving Chinese congee 
(rice porridge), perhaps the simplest expression of the 
rising influence of China in this part of the world. 

On my first morning in the capital, I meet Walter 
Tembe, an architecture student who is obsessed 
with the works of the Portuguese architect Amancio 
“Pancho” Guedes and offers guided tours of the city 
to view his buildings. As we stroll into the leafy green 
residential district outside the hotel gates, I ask Tembe 
when he first became interested in Guedes. “At archi-
tecture school, I started to see photos of his buildings,” 
he says. “And then I realized that one of his structures 
was right behind my childhood home. At that time the 
Guedes building was deserted and decrepit. We used to 
play in its grounds when I was a little kid.” 

Guedes, who is now 88, moved from Portugal to 
Maputo as a child and later spent 25 years designing 
hundreds of buildings before leaving the country after 
independence. He was part of a mass exodus: The vast 
majority of Portuguese in Mozambique left in 1975, 
hastened by the so-called 24/20 declaration, when the 
Portuguese had 24 hours to leave and could take only 20 
kilograms of belongings with them. Guedes, like many 
of his fellow countrymen, emigrated to South Africa, 
where he eventually became chair of the architecture 
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department at Wits University in Johannesburg. 
Despite his long residence there, his life’s work is in 
Maputo, and his architecture here has long been rec-
ognized as some of the most original on the continent. 

“Guedes didn’t have one style; he had many,” Tembe 
tells me, as we stand in front of a row of medium-size 
houses the architect built. “Where other artists or 
architects have different stylistic periods, he has 
families of buildings, to which he added more build-
ings over time, as opposed to building in only one 
style for a given time.” On the street in front of us are 
strikingly modern, angular buildings from his Frank 
Lloyd Wright family. Around the corner, we view a 
series of houses in his Alfama family, named after a 
hillside Lisbon neighborhood that features buildings 
interconnected at different levels. And then we have 
a look at what turns out to be my favorite buildings—
the uncategorizable ones, which Walter refers to as 
his “freaks and dead-ends” family.

Later we take a taxi to the Baixa, Maputo’s old down-
town, and stop for a moment at the square in front of the 
railway station. Behind me is the gleaming white neo-
classic façade of the station, often wrongly attributed 
to Gustave Eiffel; across the street is a high-rise office 
building built by Guedes with an abstract stone mosaic 
on one side. “Guedes loved the drawings made by his 
young daughter,” Tembe says, “so he decided to put 
them on a building.” As we walk toward the city center, 
we pass a stark white office tower that wouldn’t look out 
of place in Miami. Walter calls me over and points to 
the underside of the building’s concrete canopy, which 
is decorated with a vividly colored painting visible only 
when you’re standing under it—another Guedes trick. I 
snap a photograph, and a guard emerges, yelling at me 
to stop. “When times were tough people used to pho-
tograph buildings in order to rob or loot them later,” 
Walter says, explaining the guard’s behavior.

In the center square we climb the steps of the 

enormous, stately city hall. Beneath our feet are faint 
traces of what was once inscribed on the pavement by 
the colonial administration: “This is Portugal.” In front 
of us stands a statue of Samora Machel, the first leader 
of independent Mozambique. Then I look down toward 
the waterfront, and see tall construction cranes erect-
ing enormous new buildings, most of them financed by 
gas money or by Chinese investment—a vision of the 
country’s complicated past, and its uncertain future, 
converging in one view.  

I think now about what first drew me to this place: 
the multilayered cultural background I had tasted in 
its cuisine. There are those who see certain destruction 
in the gas money now flooding the country, and who 
lament the vast, new Chinese-funded office complexes 
being erected in the center of the city. But as I gaze once 
more at the view, I realize that these are just the latest 
set of cultural influences that Mozambique will some-
how manage to endure, absorb and make its own. •

SEA CHANgES   
Clockwise from far left: 
One of the swimming 
pools at Ibo Island 
Lodge; a church in 
Maputo designed by 
Pancho Guedes in 1962; 
women on Ibo, one 
wearing a musiro face 
mask for sun protection. 
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Actress and model Dree Hemingway embodies all-American casual glamour in  
modern-day updates on ’70s classics—denim bell-bottoms, suede halter tops and platform  

clogs—while strolling along the tree-lined streets of idyllic Brooklyn Heights.

Blithe Spirit 
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STOOP STYLE
Trade in skinny jeans for a wider cut or opt for a gently draped top and cropped sweatshirt. Derek Lam pullover, $550, Barneys New York, and jean, $550, 

Bergdorf Goodman, Marc Jacobs belt, $395, marcjacobs.com, Chloé cuff, $455, chloe.com, Cartier ring, $2,290, Cartier boutiques, Catbird rings  
(worn throughout), $64, catbirdnyc.com, and Jennifer Meyer ring (worn throughout), $825, barneys.com. Opposite: Dior blouse, $3,000, and pant, $1,350, 800-

929-DIOR, Phillips House cuff, $8,500 Saks Fifth Avenue, Valentino Garavani bag, $1,845, Valentino New York, and Gucci scarf (on bag), $260, gucci.com. 
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BREATHE EASY
Hark back to a golden era of American style in a matching suede skirt and sleeveless belted top that is discreetly cropped. Calvin Klein Collection top, 

$1,650, and skirt, $1,850, both 212-292-9000, Lana Jewelry bracelet (top), $2,555, lanajewelry.com, Dezso by Sara Beltrán cuff (middle), $2,450,  
twistonline.com, Jennifer Fisher cuff (bottom), $265, jenniferfisherjewelry.com, and Prada bag, $1,830, prada.com. Beauty note: Beachy waves  

are a season-spanning style with Sachajuan Ocean Mist, $28, barneys.com.
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LOVE STORY 
Never have to say you’re sorry for wearing a romantic pairing of high-waisted trousers and a poetic blouse. Chloé blouse, $1,195, pant, $1,295, 

 both Chloé Madison Ave., and necklace, $585, chloe.com, Prada bracelet, $610, select Prada boutiques, Cartier ring, $2,290, Cartier boutiques,  
and Tory Burch bag, $450, 212-510-8371.
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MELLOW YELLOW
Become the brightest bloom in any garden in a dress that features charmingly oversize details and a sunny hue. Christopher Kane dress, $2,535,  

net-a-porter.com, and Marc Jacobs slide, $895, marcjacobs.com. 
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SHORT STORY
Even Truman Capote, who was one of the neighborhood’s best-known residents, would have approved of this casually elegant outfit in lightweight cotton.  

Bottega Veneta shirt, $930, and shorts, $500, both bottegaveneta.com, Prada orange bracelet, $610, and green bracelet, $1,650, both select Prada 
boutiques, and Cartier ring, $2,290, cartier.us. Beauty note: Subtly enhance your natural lip color with an earth tone, like Dr. Hauschka’s Lipstick Novum  

in 01 Hazelnut, $23.95, drhauschka.com.  



DRINK IT IN
The classic shift, updated in lavender suede, makes for a no-effort outfit ideal for a stop at quaint local favorite River Deli. Céline dress, $5,200,  

belt, $1,050, and shoes, $1,650, all Céline Madison Ave., and Tito Pedrini ring, $22,000, Broken English, in Santa Monica.
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BROOKLYN STATE OF MIND
A leather mini, a lightweight knit sweater and clogs are effortless choices for a walk to the historic Promenade. Michael Kors crew, $575, and skirt,  

$2,595, both Neiman Marcus, Louis Vuitton mule, $5,365, louisvuitton.com, Lana Jewelry bracelet (top), $2,555, lanajewelry.com, Dezso by Sara Beltrán 
cuff, $3,560, twistonline.com, Chloé ring, $285, Chloé boutiques, and Oliver Peoples sunglasses, $410, 212-925-5400. 
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DAYS OF HEAVEN
The new proportions, featuring a flared hem and a neatly nipped waist, transport denim from the prairie to the brownstone borough.  

Louis Vuitton shirt, $1,030, skirt, $840, and mule, $1,335, all louisvuitton.com, Marc Jacobs bag, $1,895, Marc Jacobs boutiques, and Dezso  
by Sara Beltrán cuff, $3,560, twistonline.com.
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RELAX, BABY
Make the most of an Indian summer in a casually sexy top and leather skirt, paired with sensible flat sandals. Marc Jacobs bra, $595, skirt, $2,100,  

and slide, $895, all marcjacobs.com, and Phillips House cuff, $8,500, Saks Fifth Avenue.

Model, Dree Hemingway at DNA Model Management; hair, Akki; makeup, Ozzy Salvatiera; manicurist, Kiyo Okada; prop stylist, Shelley Burgon. 
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F
or anyone fortunate enough to know 
how it feels to wear Stefano Pilati’s drop-
dead elegant clothes, the news that the 
distinguished designer—equal parts 
tailoring and tattoos—is once again 
exerting his subtle influence on the fash-

ion world is welcome news. Hardly had the dust settled 
on his departure from YSL last year when Ermenegildo 
Zegna, a giant of the luxury textile industry, courted 
him to design both menswear and the company’s 
ready-to-wear women’s line, Agnona.

With his extensive firsthand experience in Italian 
fashion (from Cerruti, where he made his first appren-
ticeship at the age of 18, to Armani, Prada and Gucci), 
his passion for luxury fabrics as the building blocks of 
fashion and his burning curiosity for all things new, 
Pilati is poised to transform the venerable, century-
old Italian fashion house through what CEO Gildo 
Zegna describes as a “fast-forward approach to mens-
wear,” shaped by “the apparent contradiction between 
industry and savoir faire.”

Several months into the job, with his first col-
lections for Zegna Couture drawing praise, Pilati 
discusses with his friend and occasional collaborator 
Louise Neri (a director at Gagosian gallery) how he 
came to this phase of his career and what it means to 
return to his roots from a new place he calls home.

IntervIew BY LouIse nerI  PHotoGrAPHY BY nAn GoLdIn

When Ermenegildo Zegna sought to change his company’s profile, he turned to fashion 
alchemist and former YSL designer Stefano Pilati. With his debut collection, Pilati reflects  

on the future of menswear and the excitement of finding a new creative home. 

don’t call it
a comeback
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Louise neri: You left YSL in 2012. How did you pre-
pare for your reentry into fashion? 
Stefano Pilati: First, I had to decide whether I wanted 
to continue with fashion or not. I took some time off, 
traveled around Europe; I decided to move from Paris. 
I planned to find another city, where I would like to 
live. But in the end, a lot of my time off was spent nego-
tiating the proposal from Zegna.

Ln: Was it difficult for you to take a sabbatical? 
SP: In fashion you are constantly under pressure to be 
on the pulse, and as the pulse gets faster and faster, 
you need to grab it and be ahead. So time off can’t 
really be entertained. But I did take nine months off—
at least physically speaking—which allowed me to 
think about the possibilities while planning my new 
life, to plan ahead in a broader way, without an imme-
diate deadline. What was good is that I moved away 
from an epicenter of fashion, to Berlin, a city where 
fashion is just not that present.

Ln: Looking back, was that a deliberate choice? Or did 
it just happen?
SP: Both. The convergence of circumstances made me 
pay attention to a certain city—Berlin—and while that 
was happening I discovered that it was important for 
me not to feel so much under the pressure of fashion, 

as I did in Paris. There, just walking from home to the 
office I was bombarded by changing shop windows, 
new collection arrivals—it was never a relaxed walk! 
Berlin is not like that at all. 

Ln: In recent years Berlin has meant the same for 
many international visual artists who visit from 
abroad for residencies and end up staying because 
there is less market heat and noise; it offers peace and 
calm, as well as large affordable spaces. 
SP: Same for me. Recently I returned from a trip to 
London, and I realized that even the architectural 
aspects of Berlin that I don’t like do, in fact, reflect 
my own time. Paris, New York, London and Milan are 
seductive historical cities, whereas Berlin has been 
virtually rebuilt during my lifetime. This is totally 
new for me; when I walk around, I am not seduced or 
weighed down by the past. Now I look forward. 

Ln: What made you decide to locate your new studio 
in Berlin, far from the Zegna headquarters in Milan? 
SP: This is a whole different approach. I can be far from 
the Zegna headquarters and yet it works very well. 
Zegna’s platform is really solid, unlike my previous 
job, where I had to put everything in place and there-
fore had to be present physically all the time. Zegna 
has a highly effective machine, a logistical structure 
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master of  
tHe HoUse

Pilati with his 
dog, Bepi, in his 

Berlin studio.  
The painting is  

his own from  
the late ’90s.
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that is trained to work in such a way that I can come 
straight in with my ideas and begin directing.

Ln: Can you describe your studio? 
SP: For the first time in my life, I have my own work/
live studio. It is a beautiful old building. The studio 
is on the ground floor; I am living temporarily on the 
first floor, and I am building a modern penthouse on 
the roof. Each day I literally jump out of bed, take a 
shower, have breakfast and start work. This dynamic 
is totally new for me. I like it because everything 
becomes very personal and close. I am surrounded by 
my own vibe. The first floor houses my archive. When I 
left Paris, I ended a 30-year period during which I had 
accumulated a lot of clothes. I ended up with a vast 
wardrobe for every kind of category, so I needed the 
space to store everything.

Ln: So it’s a working archive?
SP: Very much so. It’s my wardrobe, so I can take any-
thing out and wear it, getting inspiration from clothes 
that I made, acquired or were prototypes. There are 
clothes I bought when I was 16.

Ln: Critics remarked that your first Zegna collection 
epitomized a new, more relaxed approach to mens-
wear. How does Zegna as a brand—and your redesign 
of it—reflect contemporary men’s needs? 
SP: Zegna couture reflects a luxurious lifestyle. 
I’ve always pushed the feeling of being at ease with 
masculine vanity. Journalists reduced this idea to 
dandyism, which I consider outdated. Long before 
my engagement with Zegna, I sensed this new poten-
tial in menswear. It was important that my first 
collection project an easy language. Before I even 
put the show together, I asked myself how I could 
make Zegna distinctive in this evolving landscape. I 
wanted to emphasize a studied nonchalance in dress-
ing up for men. 

Ln: How consciously did you infuse your own per-
sonal aesthetic into your first collection? 
SP: Because of the feedback I get, I know that my per-
sonal style can have resonance in the market.  The 
“broken suit” and “after six” are all part of how I 
choose to dress. I have a big and very colorful ward-
robe. From this I can put together many looks in 
different ways. A large wardrobe is a luxury, so the use 
of color was in itself an indicator of luxury, a gesture 
of ease. This was my main way of making the brand 
distinctive.  The idea of the “broken suit” comes more 
or less from the same concept. The height of chic is to 
take a jacket from one suit and pants from another, 
where the shades perfectly match and it looks like a 
suit, but it reveals a personality that is a bit different. 
It is formal, original, classic and, at the same time, 
shows that you have possibilities and status. 

Ln: What did Gildo think you could do for Zegna?
SP: He wanted to upgrade Zegna to a fashion 
brand. Zegna is an institution of textile manufac-
turing worldwide. It is a very safe place for men to 
buy quality menswear characterized by a lack of 
excess—formal, but not too old, and not too young 
either. They did a great job diversifying in other 
categories, such as Zegna Sport and Z Zegna, with 

lower prices and broader fashion appeal, and the 
flagship brand, Ermenegildo Zegna. Then three 
years ago they began doing fashion shows to grab 
attention in the fashion world. It was successful 
to a certain extent. At that point Gildo wanted to 
upgrade the company’s image. 

Ln: Gildo Zegna has said that his company aspires to 
be a global brand. How will you attune the company 
profile to a global market? 
SP: I’m responsible for the image of Ermenegildo 
Zegna via the new Couture line, which is 90 percent 
made by hand. Couture contemplates different cat-
egories—not just suits but also outerwear, knitwear, 
shoes, bags and so on. But Couture will influence all 
the other labels by tuning and aligning the logistical, 
creative aspect of the entire brand. Zegna has never 
had a creative director with a broad vision. So my 
direction will help transform it from a service brand 
into a fashion brand.

Ln: What is it like to try and steer Zegna toward your 
point of view?
SP: I find Zegna, with Gildo at its head, to be extremely 
open; they desired a collaboration with someone who 
could challenge their position. But my vision for 
Zegna is not to make a revolution; I admire what they 
have already done, and I remain interested in evolv-
ing what they have begun. The first collection did just 
that, giving my personal touch while maintaining and 
highlighting its established codes.

Ln: You’ve said that “a man should still look like a man, 
a woman should still look like a woman, and the codes 
are the same as 20, 30, 40 years ago.” In your past col-
lections for men and women, masculine and feminine 
signifiers were in constant interplay. How does that 
manifest itself in your menswear collection? 
SP: I’m addressing my fashion to a certain audience, 
to men—as opposed to boys—who interact with a 
certain professional world that is much larger than 
the fashion world. Men have become more and more 
body-conscious, and that consciousness is exercised 
in a closely defined silhouette. Whereas women can 
be body-conscious while maintaining a more fluid 
silhouette; the body can be visible through loose, 
transparent or floating fabric. We don’t find this in 
menswear. I am intrigued by this and how to express 
it in classic menswear. It’s an attitude to dressing up 
that can be more feminine, less strict. Having said 
that, I’m not about to start advocating skirts for men!

Ln: What are some of your signature features?
SP: Shoes without laces. Jacket sleeves without but-
tons. In this case, I curve the cuff to avoid the need for 
buttons. Additionally this allows for the jacket to be 
individually tailored by the customer. A lapel that’s 
not too large, not too small, but a neutral hybrid that 
still looks elegant. Classic shirts like Polo shirts, but 
still with the perfect defining collar; scarves because 
they can totally change the style of a person. And big 
overcoats, which I love because they are comfort-
able and have a fluid silhouette, dramatic volume and 
great presence.

Ln: You are an expatriate Italian, a cosmopolitan 

boys to meN   
Several looks from 
Pilati’s debut 
collection for Zegna 
Couture. “Men 
have become more 
and more body-
conscious,” Pilati 
says, “and that 
consciousness is 
exercised in a closely 
defined silhouette.” 
Opposite: Pilati in his 
studio.
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rather than a nationalist; does this create an attrac-
tion between you and Zegna, a quintessential Italian 
brand? 
SP: Definitely. I said I would never return to Italy, and 
they accepted it. Being away allows me greater objec-
tivity about Italian style, which Zegna typifies. My 
style is classic but original and eclectic. I pick up from 
all kinds of influences and put them together in my 
own way. I think my profile, my characteristics and 
my design are seductive to them. It feels logical to us 
to be working together.

Ln: What excites you most about working with Zegna?
SP: I am one of the only designers today who has a 
huge company with such vast competence and skills 
behind him. Zegna can do anything. However, the 
company is so big that sometimes making a move is 
like moving a mountain and requires a lot of energy. At 
the same time, they are so open-minded and curious. 
In the area of fabric technology, being huge means 
that it is difficult to push research and development 
too far. Having said that, they are super avant-garde 
in terms of new techniques of evolving natural fibers 
with enhancing components. 
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Ln: You also have a long history in textile R&D.
SP: Zegna was one of the first factories I visited when I 
was an 18-year-old novice—I joked with them recently 
that they didn’t remember me as a kid, but I remem-
ber them! And in all my past jobs, I frequently used 
Zegna fabrics. When I accepted this role, I visited the 
Zegna factory and the archive even before I visited 
the headquarters, and it was so striking that I told 
Gildo I wanted to have my office there. 

This first impression inspired a short film for 
the first show—the enormous power I felt there, the 
organization, the machines (which formed the basis 
for a sort of ballet mecanique and the musical score), 
and the workers dedicated to these natural fibers. I 
wanted to visually juxtapose the machine with arti-
sanal savoir faire to show how the two come together 
in the contemporary vision of Zegna.

Ln: What is your relationship to contemporary art? 
SP: Since the age of 18 I have had a keen interest in 
contemporary art, beginning with the Italian Arte 
Povera movement. When I started working at Prada, 
the company was already creating its own art pro-
grams, while the general interest in contemporary 

art was climbing to new levels internationally. As a 
person with a keen visual sensibility, I have always 
surrounded myself with the art and objects of my 
time, from works by Matthew Barney, Andy Warhol, 
Rosemarie Trockel and Richard Serra, to bespoke 
furniture by designers such as Martino Gamper and 
Andrea Branzi.

Ln: Do you consider fashion designers to be artists?
SP: Not really. My clothes live in a space, a moment, 
a time. Ultimately what interests me is that you wear 
them, you feel them, you look at yourself, and that 
process transmits a sense of aesthetic usefulness 
and elegance.

Having said that, in the process of moving I came 
across some of my own paintings, and suddenly they 
seem interesting to me again. When I made them in 
1998, I was at a crossroads in my career. In the end, as 
I was already highly skilled and experienced in fash-
ion and untrained in art, I chose to stay where I was.  
But looking at these paintings now, I’m reminded of 
how I felt at the time, that they provided me with a 
space of pure process and sensation where I could 
directly express myself. That’s a powerful feeling! •
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GREEN THUMB   
The walled vegetable 
garden at the Château 
de la Bourdaisière 
features more than 650 
varieties of heirloom 
tomato. Opposite:  
In the château’s salon, 
the wall coverings are 
from the Parisian fabric 
house Pierre Frey.  by AnnA WAtson CArl   PHotoGrAPHy by beAtriz dA CostA   ProduCed by lindsey tAylor

Louis Albert de Broglie—owner and savior of Paris’s fashionable mecca of taxidermy,  
Deyrolle—built on his passion for small-scale farming to transform the pastoral grounds of his 

Loire Valley château into an experiment in sustainable agriculture.

The Gardener Prince
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I
n the dahlia garden of Château de la 
Bourdaisière, a Renaissance-style castle-
turned-hotel  in France’s Loire Valley—a 
dinner party is in full swing. As guests enjoy 
a series of simple dishes from the garden 
(heirloom tomato basil salad, grilled tomato 

tarts, fresh goat cheese with house-made tomato 
jelly), Prince Louis Albert de Broglie, wearing fire-
engine red pants and a gardener’s vest from his own 
Le Prince Jardinier line, pours glasses of his estate’s 
wine while recounting how families from the nearby 
village of Montlouis-sur-Loire once visited to plant 
an orchard on the property. “There were 76 families 
in all,” the prince explains, “and each one planted a 
tree. They have fruit privileges for life.”

The whimsical dahlia garden, created in 2009 by 
renowned landscape architect (and longtime partner 
to Christian Louboutin) Louis Benech, is de Broglie’s 
favorite place to entertain. Its rainbow-colored flow-
ers, working windmill and ivy-colored lookout tower 
seem plucked from a Roald Dahl fairy tale. But it’s 
the 19th-century walled potager—with neat rows 
of tomato plants, medicinal herbs, flowers and veg-
etables—that the prince is most proud of. Over the 
past two decades, he’s gathered an impressive collec-
tion of more than 650 heirloom varieties of tomato. 
“The garden was a passion project for me,” explains 
de Broglie. “It reminds me of my youth.” Designated 
a national tomato conservatory in 1998, the garden is 
home to an annual Tomato Festival every September 
and attracts nearly 30,000 visitors a year.

Gardening pursuits aside, the 50-year-old de 
Broglie is best known as the savior of Deyrolle, 
the renowned French natural sciences store. The 
two-story Paris shop, housed at 46 Rue du Bac and 
founded in 1831, is beloved by collectors and artists 
worldwide for its magnificent taxidermy (ranging 
from peacocks to polar bears), its scientific library 
and its boxes of perfectly preserved insects and 
butterflies. When de Broglie purchased it in 2001, 
Deyrolle was on the verge of financial collapse. “I 
was passionate about issues of climate and biodiver-
sity,” de Broglie says. “I thought having a scientific 
and educational company would be the perfect way 
to address these concerns.” He nursed the company 
back to health over the next several years—until a 
devastating fire in February 2008 destroyed 80 per-
cent of its inventory.

“I got the call at 6 a.m. from the fire station,” says 
de Broglie, who lives in a spacious apartment in Paris’s 
16th arrondissement. “I rushed straight there and saw 
flames shooting out of the building. I immediately 
started planning how to rebuild.” Friends from the art 
and fashion worlds offered to help: Hermès designed 
a limited-edition silk scarf, donating a portion of 
those sales; Pierre Assouline (Editions Gallimard) 
published a beautiful coffee-table book as a tribute 
to the shop; and nearly 50 artists and photographers, 
including Nan Goldin, Sophie Calle, Jan Fabre and 
Philippe Pasqua, created works that were auctioned at 
Christie’s to raise money for Deyrolle’s refurbishment. 
The auction alone raised nearly $300,000—enough to 
rebuild the magnificent entomology room. Today the 
fully restored space, with its beautiful wood panel-
ing and museum-like collection, is better than ever—a 
feat nothing short of miraculous. The quirky shop was 

even featured post-fire in Woody Allen’s Midnight in 
Paris. “Deyrolle has been given a third life,” de Broglie 
says with pride.

B
orn into one of France’s noble fami-
lies—his relatives include a Nobel 
Prize winner for physics—de Broglie 
comes from a long line of counts, dukes 
and princes. “My father taught me the 
words of Maximilien de Robespierre as 

a child,” says de Broglie. “Les discours sans l’action 
c’est du vent.” (Talk without action is wind.) He grew 
up with the words hanging above his bed, and the 
phrase has become a personal motto.

Fascinated by gardening from a young age, de 
Broglie spent summers playing in the vegetable gar-
den of his family’s Castle de Broglie in Normandy. 
The estate grew more than enough food for his fam-
ily—enough to feed the workers and to share with 
people from the surrounding village. “The principle 

was to share,” says de Broglie. “I learned that not 
sharing is stealing.”

After university and a seven-year career in invest-
ment banking, with stints in London, India and South 
America, de Broglie was ready to return to French 
soil—literally. In 1991, his older brother Philippe 
Maurice told him about a castle for sale in the Loire 
Valley. “At first I turned him down,” says de Broglie. 
One weekend he happened to be in the area, staying 
with a group of friends at Clos Lucé, the château where 
Leonardo da Vinci spent the last years of his life. 
“We arrived by chance in Montlouis-sur-Loire, and 
we drove past the entrance to La Bourdaisière. I saw 
the castle with its towers on the top of a little hill and 
thought, My God, this is a fairy-tale place!” He and his 
friends explored the château, which included a moat 
dating back to the 14th century and gardens from the 
16th century, as well as a gate designed by Leonardo 
himself. The house was unlike anything de Broglie had 
ever seen. Later that year, at the age of 29, he purchased 

FARM TO TABLE   
Clockwise from top left: A few of the many tomato varieties 
grown on the property; Prince Louis Albert de Broglie, 
wearing a vest from his own Le Prince Jardinier line; a 
dining area in one of the greenhouses. Opposite: An upstairs 
sitting room, freshened with dahlias from the garden, is  
an ideal spot for afternoon tea.
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“I wanted the  
ChÂteaU to have 

a sort of
 gentleman’s 

ClassIC CoUntry
 style, whIle
 maIntaInIng

that deyrolle
 CabInet of 

CUrIosItIes feel.”
–loUIs albert  

de broglIe
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“I had to search by word of mouth for 
PeoPle wIth seeds, and convInce them 
to sell seeds to me. they thought I 
was crazy.” –de broglIe

HEDGE FUND   
Behind the kitchen 
garden, with its 
impressive range 
of vegetables and 
medicinal herbs, sits 
the dahlia garden,  
with an ivy-covered 
tower and working 
windmill. 
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Château de la Bourdaisière with his brother. “When I 
came to learn the story of the house—that it was dedi-
cated to women, from Marie Gaudin, the mistress of 
Francis I, to Gabrielle d’Estrées, the mistress of Henry 
IV—I found it even more romantic,” he recalls.

After extensive renovations, the brothers turned 
the château, situated in the midst of a 135-acre 
park, into a three-star hotel. (The prince has since 
bought out his brother’s share of the property.) 
Early on, de Broglie discovered an abandoned 19th-
century kitchen garden and began experimenting 
with plants. “There was no Internet at the time,” he 
recalls. “I had to search by word of mouth for people 
with seeds. Slowly, I discovered these amazing sol-
diers of biodiversity preservation. I had to convince 
them to sell seeds to me—they thought I was crazy.”

Friends also thought he was crazy, toiling away 
in his gardener’s hat, and they nicknamed him “Le 
Prince Jardinier” (The Gardener Prince). The name 
stuck. Soon he created a line of handmade garden-
ing tools, clothing and furniture emblazoned with 
his nickname and embellished with a trowel and 
a straw hat. Originally carried by high-end stores 
like Bergdorf Goodman, today the line is sold at 
La Bourdaisière’s gardening boutique and on the 
ground floor of Deyrolle.

T
hough his tomato conservatory and 
Deyrolle educational projects are 
already successful examples of sus-
tainable development, de Broglie is 
in the midst of his most ambitious 
project to date. This fall, he launched 

a multiyear experiment in small-scale farming. On 
a six-acre plot behind La Bourdaisière’s gardens, 
de Broglie is creating a model micro farm that he 
hopes will one day be replicated all over France. In 
September, Maxine de Rostolan, a first-time farmer, 
relocated from Paris to La Bourdaisière to serve as an 
urban guinea pig. Partnering with two local farmers 
(and two experts in sustainable agriculture), they are 
building the farm from scratch. Meanwhile, a team of 
scientists and researchers from INRA, the French 
National Institute for Agricultural Research, will 
measure every step of the process, from soil quality 
and plant size to nutritional content and profitability. 
These findings, compiled over the next five years, will 
be used to create a tool kit that de Broglie hopes will 
become the definitive guide for micro farm startups, 
in France and all over the world.

“Land is being treated as a dead body,” claims de 
Broglie. Concerned about destructive practices like 
industrial farming and deforestation, he believes 
landowners have a responsibility to give back to the 
soil—and to their communities—rather than simply 
taking from it. “We should be using our land to re-
create local economy, and to give families a chance to 
eat healthy foods.”

Inspired by the permaculture model of La Ferme 
Biologique du Bec Hellouin—Charles and Perrine 
Herve-Gruyer’s experimental organic farm in 
Normandy—de Broglie wants to answer the follow-
ing questions: Can 50 families live off 1,000 square 
meters (1/4 acre)? And, more specifically, how much 
food can you produce—and how much revenue can be 
gained—from this type of small farm? The answers 

to these questions, de Broglie feels, hold the key to 
solving many of the world’s modern-day problems, 
from obesity to food shortages to global warming.

“A major problem today is that we don’t know 
what we’re eating,” asserts de Broglie. “Whether 
it’s a tomato, a salad or a piece of pork, most food 
has traveled thousands of miles to reach your plate. 
It’s absolutely ridiculous!” He sees localizing food 
systems as a key component in creating jobs and 
building local communities. His micro farm will sell 
its produce via a community share program, at local 
markets and through partnerships with local restau-
rants. The added perk? Better-tasting food.

U
nlike most fairy-tale worlds, Le 
Prince Jardinier’s is one that you can 
actually visit. The parks and gardens 
are open to the public from April to 
November—and the farm will be, too, 
once it’s up and running. The hotel, 

with 32 guest rooms (many featuring exposed wood 
beams and claw-foot tubs), recently underwent a 
complete eco-renovation. The prince and his wife, 
Françoise, redecorated La Bourdaisière two years 
ago, filling the common areas with family antiques, 
old portraits, chandeliers and eccentricities from 
their travels through Asia and India. They covered 

the bedroom walls and furnishings with intricate 
18th- and 19th-century Braquenié patterns from the 
Parisian fabric house Pierre Frey, giving it a distinctly 
French-country feel. Taxidermy boar and deer heads, 
old family portraits and vintage botanist prints from 
Deyrolle’s early collections line the walls of the liv-
ing room and salons. “I wanted to give it a sort of 
gentleman’s classic in the country style,” explains de 
Broglie, “while still maintaining that Deyrolle cabi-
net of curiosities feel.” Gorgeous arrangements of 
dahlias grace each room, created by the property’s 
director—and resident dahlia expert—Martine de 
Roquefeuil. She’s the one who convinced the prince 
to plant a garden dedicated to the vegetal flower in 
2009, which today has nearly 240 varieties.

There’s no telling what the gardener prince will do 
next. He recently purchased six acres of wine caves 
beneath the gardens, where he plans to create a spa 
and eventually a Deyrolle museum. With the Ministry 
of Education, he is creating a series of educational 
posters about farming produced by Deyrolle, which 
will be distributed throughout the French school 
system. And in September, he hosted the 15th Annual 
Tomato Festival at the château. What keeps him 
going? Spending time with his plants. “For me, the 
garden is the most exquisite, the most moving part of 
the property.” •

HERE COMES 
THE SUN   

Morning breaks in 
the Louis Benech–

designed dahlia 
garden. Opposite: 

The gardener’s house 
was transformed into 

a neo-Gothic chapel 
in the Tudor style 

in the early 1800s by 
Baron Joseph Angelier. 
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BY logan hill
PhoTogRaPhY BY BRigiTTe lacomBe

Five-time collaborators  
Martin Scorsese and Leonardo 

DiCaprio have teamed up  
with actor Jonah Hill to film the 

most audacious movie  
about Wall Street ever made. 

the
wolf 
pack
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POWER BROKERS 
From left: Director 

Scorsese with actors 
DiCaprio and Hill in 
costume—including 

1980s pinstripes and 
wide paisley ties—for 

The Wolf of Wall Street.
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t
he first couple days of rehearsal 
were extremely, extremely intimi-
dating,” says the actor Jonah Hill 
of working on set with director 
Martin Scorsese and costar Leonardo 
DiCaprio for The Wolf of Wall Street. 

“I definitely felt like I was invading somebody else’s 
space. To watch a director and an actor have the con-
nection that Marty and Leo have is unlike anything 
I’ve ever seen.”

In theaters next month, the glitzy, audacious 
blockbuster is based on real-life rogue trader Jordan 
Belfort’s memoir of his 1990s pump-and-dump 
flameout, during which he launched the infamous 
Stratton Oakmont “boiler room” brokerage, inflicted 
over $200 million of losses on investors and sunk a 
167-foot yacht—all on his way to a federal indict-
ment for securities fraud and money laundering and 
22 months in prison. (Belfort is currently working 
toward building a career as a motivational speaker 
and paying $110 million back to investors.) The film 
will be the fifth collaboration between Scorsese 
and DiCaprio, following Gangs of New York, The 
Departed, The Aviator and Shutter Island. And by all 
accounts, filming it was an act of deep mutual trust: 
their most adult, debauched project to date. “[Our 
relationship has] evolved in the sense that with 
every new picture, we get to know each other a little 
better, trust each other a little more and go a little 
further,” says Scorsese.

“It’s gotten better and better as the years have 
gone by,” says DiCaprio, who notes that the film is 

their most improvisatory, “simply because the trust 
level’s there.”  

Ben Younger’s tightly focused 2000 drama Boiler 
Room covered a sliver of Belfort’s story, but if that 
low-budget film was a penny stock, The Wolf of Wall 
Street is pure blue chip. To capture the criminal 
spectacle of the era, the duo aimed to make a film 
every bit as excessive as Belfort’s ego. However, it 
takes money to make movies about money: vintage 
Lamborghinis, sprawling casts and Manhattan loca-
tions don’t come cheap. “It was a very difficult movie 
to finance,” says DiCaprio. “It’s an R-rated film, and it 
needed to have a certain amount of scale and scope.” 

Arguably Hollywood’s most bankable star, DiCaprio 
spent over five years developing the film—and, 

somewhat ironically, convincing Wall Street finan-
ciers to fund what he sees as a portrait of “the real 
epitome of American greed.” The long development 
period may have actually improved the film, since it 
allowed DiCaprio to spend more time with Belfort, 
who was “incredibly open about his life, especially the 
most embarrassing parts,” says DiCaprio. “I spent a 
long time with Jordan. I interviewed him incessantly 
and tried to pull out every detail I possibly could. We 
incorporated a lot of other stories that weren’t even in 
the book into the movie.” 

DiCaprio says he tried to pick up the kinds of 
details that might slip off the printed page: “The 
attitude, the lingo, the type of music he listened 
to, the drugs he took, how he took those drugs, the 
effects that it had on his mind and his psyche.” Asked 
for an example of this research, DiCaprio describes 
a large-scale scene, in which Belfort throws a wild 
party to celebrate his firm’s success: “We reach our 
monthly quota, and I make it a big celebration,” 
says DiCaprio. “A gigantic marching band and a 
bunch of naked strippers come into the salesroom.” 
Production managers booked trained horses, hired 
scores of extras and midgets who would be dressed 
in Velcro suits and thrown at targets, per Belfort’s 
memoir. Then, just days before the shoot, DiCaprio 
remembered something crucial from his conversa-
tions with Belfort and sought out Scorsese: “I said, 
‘Jordan also mentioned that he had a chimpanzee 
on roller skates in a diaper that was handing out 
tickets to all the stockbrokers.’ And Marty’s like, 
‘That’s great, how do we get a chimpanzee?’ And I 
said, ‘I don’t know.’ And he’s like, ‘All right, some-
body get on it.’ ” 

Scorsese’s longtime producer Emma Tillinger 
laughs. “The party scene was choreographed to 
the T,” she says. “We’d auditioned marching bands, 
hired the animals, then Marty calls. I’m like, ‘Well, 
there’s a chimpanzee who can roller-skate, but it’s 
in Florida.’ ”

“Next thing you know,” DiCaprio continues, 
chuckling, “there’s a chimpanzee, and I’m toting him 
around the salesroom.”

Below, Scorsese, DiCaprio and Hill talk more 
about the monkey business of filming The Wolf of 
Wall Street, opening November 15. 

Martin ScorSeSe
“Gordon Gekko [in Oliver Stone’s Wall Street] is 
a figurehead, an established figure, a representa-
tive businessman. The salesmen in [David Mamet’s 
Glengarry Glen Ross] are guys at the bottom, trying 
anything to make their sales, earn their commissions 
and keep their heads above water. Mark Zuckerberg 
[in The Social Network] is a single-minded guy with 
a plan. Jordan is something else. He has no plan, 
other than making as much money as possible as 
quickly as possible. He enters this world, masters it 
brilliantly, has a great time and spins out of control. 
Jordan was a guy who got around every obstacle 
and every regulation and then, because of drugs and 
the sheer addiction to wealth and what it brings, 
couldn’t bring himself to stop. Jordan risks a lot, 
but he does it because that’s part of the enjoyment—
he’s so brilliant that he always tests the limits. ‘I 
got away with this, so how about trying to get away 

with that?’ And then he got caught. 
“I was interested in the canvas 

itself—the sheer span of the action, the 
ground covered, the many different 
activities, the places and the interac-
tions. And then, there’s the side area, 
the no-man’s land where you shift 
into genuinely criminal behavior that 
results in great harm to many, many 
other people, without necessarily real-
izing it. It’s a rise-and-fall story. You 
see it in many novels and movies, par-
ticularly in gangster movies; the critic 
Robert Warshow wrote about it in his 
famous essay ‘The Gangster as Tragic 
Hero.’ Is it particular to this country? 
I’m not so sure. But it is a narrative 
that keeps playing out here, again and 
again and again.

“I would ask: Given the nature of 
free-market capitalism—where the 
rule is to rise to the top at all costs—is 
it possible to have a financial indus-
try hero? And by the way, this is not a 
pop-culture trend we’re talking about. 
There aren’t many financial heroes in 
literature, theater or cinema.”

Leonardo dicaprio
“We did realize that there were films 
that had been done about this sub-
ject: Boiler Room, having to do with 
the brokerage in this film, and Wall 
Street. But we immediately knew that 
this was a much different animal. This 
movie epitomizes the corruption of the 
American dream, and it’s done with a 
great sense of sadistic humor. For us, 
it was just so incredibly outrageous in 
a different way than anything we had 
ever read or seen that it became some-
thing fresh and exciting.

“There’s an ease in working with 
somebody that you trust this implic-
itly, but I think it’s gotten better and 
better as the years have gone by, sim-
ply because the trust level’s there, 
especially on this film. There was 
more improvising than we’d ever done 
before. We had a lot more freedom, 
specifically because this is a generation I under-
stand. I lived through it. I was in New York in the 
’90s, and I met people like this, and the music was 
of my generation. I had an ease for just diving into 
it and trying to document a certain time period that 
I very much understood. So if anyone came up with 
any insane suggestion, as long as it was in the con-
text of that world, we just did it.

“Jonah Hill is probably one of the greatest 
improvisers I’ve ever worked with. He’s completely 
fearless standing in front of a group of people, 
coming up with incredibly spontaneous, brilliant 
dialogue. There were multiple occasions when the 
scene became something absolutely different just 
because he would bring up some hilarious subject, 
and we would just riff on it until the film canister ran 

“i mean, being shot 
in slow motion 
doing cocaine by 
martin scorsese 
is, like, maybe 
every actor’s 
dream. nothing 
will compare to  
it. except maybe 
having kids.”

–jonah hill
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out, and Marty would let us do it all over again from 
a different angle, and we’d keep riffing. We didn’t 
feel like we were taking on holy subject matter, you 
know, or that we’d be scrutinized by historians. We 
had this man [Belfort] at the center of it all who was 
completely open and willing to divulge every embar-
rassing aspect of his life saying, ‘Please, just, you 
know, go for it.’ So we did.”

 
Jonah hill
“I mean, being shot in slow motion doing cocaine by 
Martin Scorsese is, like, maybe every actor’s dream. 
Nothing will ever compare to it, except for maybe 
having kids one day or something. 

“Marty is my actual hero, so to get to work with 
him was six months of feeling like I’d won the lottery 

in life. Let alone to play this kind of insane character. 
[Hill plays a fictional character with some similari-
ties to Belfort’s business partner, Danny Porush, who 
chose not to collaborate on the film.] Martin told me 
that he thinks of Goodfellas as a comedy, and I think 
it’s the funniest movie ever made. The humor is 
dark—and in this film, the humor comes from really 
awful places. I’ve done some pretty wild scenes. 
I’m not shy, but I would be shocked at what we were 
doing every day. I have big fake teeth, I’m wearing 
crazy ’80s suits. We would be on a yacht filled with 
people, and the yacht would sink. I was driving a 
purple Bentley, and Leo was driving a Lamborghini. 
The whole movie is about decadence. 

“I couldn’t find anything I liked about my fic-
tional character. He was coming from an animal’s 

MASTERS OF THE 
UNIVERSE   

DiCaprio, left, and  
Hill play business 

partners at a fictional 
brokerage firm.

perspective: consume drugs, women, money. You 
watch Taxi Driver or Casino or The King of Comedy, 
and there are people doing some pretty awful things 
who you still love. 

“Leo and I would joke around a lot. We’d be doing 
a scene that would involve a lot of despicable actions, 
and I remember us vividly talking about how if I was 
14 and saw this movie, I would not see any of the 
bad stuff. I’d only see that this looks like the most 
exciting lifestyle on the planet. I grew up on hip-
hop music, and I was totally one of those kids who 
was like, That’s what I want. It’s not what I’ve grown 
into, but I know when I was younger, if me and my 
friends went to go see this on a Friday night, which 
we would have, we would’ve walked out going, ‘Ahh! 
Let’s become stockbrokers!’ ” •
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W
hat constitutes a casual 
weekday lunch for fashion 
executive Giancarlo Giammetti 
would qualify as an elaborate 
affair for anyone else: served 
by his butler at a table set with 

sterling-silver flatware and a starched white linen 
tablecloth on the terrace of his apartment overlook-
ing Rome’s Spanish Steps. But for most of the past five 
decades, this is how Giammetti has lived, whether at 
this home or any of his three others—in New York’s 
Upper East Side, London’s Cadogan Square or in Paris’s 
7th arrondissement. Giammetti is the Roman-born 
business czar behind designer Valentino Garavani’s 
50-year tenure at his self-named fashion house, which 
became equally synonymous with red gowns and an 
opulent old-world lifestyle rarely seen anymore. All of 
this was funded by Giammetti’s maneuvers—like his 
prescient early forays into fashion licensing and the 
$300 million sale of the company in 1998—and over-
seen with precision. “The way in which they live feels 
very warm and impossibly luxurious, and everything 
is always done to the highest level. There is such an 
otherworldly level of luxury, charm and history,” says 
his close friend Gwyneth Paltrow, adding, “I  started 
calling him Nonna, the Italian word for grandmother, 
which is an absurd nickname because there is nothing 
grandmotherly about him except that he takes very 
good care of the people he loves.”

For actress Anne Hathaway, it was the fictional fash-
ion world that brought her face to face with the pair. “I 
first met GG and VaVa on the set of Devil Wears Prada,” 
she says. “I am definitely not acting when I stammer 
in the scene where Miranda [played by Meryl Streep] 
introduces me to them.” A bond formed, but Hathaway 
is still aware of the company she keeps: “I do still make 
sure I carry a pocket-size lint roller with me when I’m 
going to see them, because they notice everything.”

Paltrow and Hathaway are among just a few of 
the many Hollywood royals, European blue bloods 
and bold-faced names—including the late Jacqueline 
Kennedy Onassis—who have been wined and dined 
by Giammetti. And this month, he is publishing 
Private, a photographic tome culled from a 50-year 
collection of personal pictures documenting behind-
the-scenes moments with such friends. Audrey 
Hepburn, Elizabeth Taylor, Jerry Hall, Grace Kelly, 
Oprah Winfrey and Jennifer Lawrence are all pic-
tured in spots from Rome to Capri to New York to Los 
Angeles. There are images of Barbra Streisand party-
ing at the Pierre hotel and Madonna giving the finger 
while riding a Lalanne sheep sculpture at Valentino’s 
house in Gstaad. “I  always think of Giancarlo with a 
camera,” says Paltrow.

The book is also a sequel of sorts to the 2008 
documentary Valentino: The Last Emperor, which 
chronicled his and Valentino’s last two years at 
the helm of the fashion house. The film elucidated 
Giammetti’s role as Valentino’s regent, chief cajoler 
and commander—pictured in action with a seem-
ingly permanent tan amidst a swirl of private planes, 
movie stars, châteaus and manicured gardens. 

BY Derek BlasBerg

For nearly five decades Giancarlo Giammetti—the executive 
who ran Valentino’s fashion empire—documented every party, 
runway show and far-flung adventure. Now he’s publishing  
a book sharing behind-the-scenes moments with friends like 
Elizabeth Taylor, Andy Warhol and Gwyneth Paltrow.

PRIVATE 
EYE
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LEISURE SUIT   
A 1975 portrait of 
Giammetti by artist 
and photographer  
Paul Jasmin.
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The decadence is unforgettable: One scene featured 
Valentino’s numerous pugs having their teeth brushed.

Although Valentino was the star of that produc-
tion—which did unexpectedly well at the box office 
and garnered him fans beyond fashion’s fiefdom—he is 
happy to share the limelight. “Giancarlo deserves to tell 
a bit more about himself. Living all his life next to me, 
he accepted a role that was reducing,” says Valentino. 
“But there’s a saying, ‘When two men ride the same 
horse, one has to be in the back.’ ”

It is a life that allowed Giammetti access to the high-
est echelons of art, society and celebrity, especially in 
the ’70s, when an international jet set was coalescing 
and he and Valentino were enthusiastic participants. 
There are Polaroids of a laughing Andy Warhol, whom 
the fashion executive befriended when they met in 
1973. Warhol took a Polaroid of Giammetti and signed 
it; then Giammetti snapped a picture of Warhol and 
signed that. “Polaroid was like that. Throw it on the 
table, share them, see it immediately. It was a great 
way to get to know people, and everyone got to take 
something away with them,” 
Giammetti says. Many of the 
early photos, which include 
snapshots of Jack Nicholson, 
Bianca Jagger and designers 
Diane von Furstenberg and 
the late Halston, were taken 
at the gilded 72nd Street pad 
that Valentino bought in the 
1970s. “It was outrageous to 
imagine that an Italian who 
was that young could buy an 
apartment like that in New 
York,” he remembers. 

Over the years, Giammetti 
has amassed more than 57,000 
images in various formats. He 
switched from Polaroid to film 
in the ’80s and hopscotched 
from digital to Instagram 
in the past two years. (His 
Instagram handle inspired the name for the book: 
@PrivateGG.) In 2008 and 2009, Giammetti hired 
the official photography archivist of the Vatican to 
organize his personal photo albums, which, in turn, 
influenced his book. It was a task made easier because 
the highly organized Giammetti has kept a daily diary 
since 1975. (Entries were handwritten into red leather 
journals, though in the past four years the diaries are 
typed on a computer.) “They are very precise,” he says. 
“I didn’t always write feelings, but my life became such 
a chaotic series of events and I needed to have order. 
I’m a maniac like that. I have to make things rational.” 

The son of a salesman of electrical appliances, 
Giammetti grew up in a comfortably affluent Roman 
family and met Valentino in 1960 at then hot spot Café 
de Paris. They struck up a conversation and realized 
they’d both be on holiday in Capri the next  week and 
so began their relationship. Though they ceased to be 
romantic partners in 1972, their relationship has proved 
inviolable. “What was between Valentino and me was 
something no one could get between,” he says. It’s a 
recipe that worked: Valentino was free to immerse him-
self on the creative side, while Giammetti dominated 

the corporate side, forming an early version 
of today’s mega brands. 

Their lives remained intertwined as they 
built what Giammetti dubs their “tribe” 
of friends. Among these was Onassis, who 
was a frequent partner-in-crime in Capri, 
and whose dress for her 1968 wedding to 
Aristotle Onassis was a Valentino creation: 
She chose a cocktail-length white dress 
with lace tiers, long sleeves and a high neck-
line that showed up on the front page of 
every newspaper around the world the next 
day. “She was a very, very strong woman,” 
Giammetti says. She was also nearly his edi-
tor on another book project. “When she was working at 
Doubleday in the late ’70s, she wanted to do a book on 
Valentino. Fashion books weren’t very important then, 
but I remember I went to talk to her—because I was 
the businessman—and I had a meeting with her and 
her editor in chief. It was so amazing. She was sitting 
in the corner like a little girl with her notes.” Onassis 

wanted to do the book, but 
Doubleday passed. 

Legendary fashion editor 
Diana Vreeland also figures 
largely in the book, as does the 
1982 exhibition she organized 
of Valentino couture at the 
Metropolitan Museum of Art’s 
Costume Institute. Giammetti 
points to a photograph of 
Vreeland talking to Valentino, 
who wears a stupefied expres-
sion. “This picture is so 
touching to me because it says 
it all. She is so herself here! She 
would take your arm with that 
hand manicured in red nail lac-
quer and talk to you for days,” 
he remembers. “Valentino 
would turn to me and say, ‘God, 
what is she talking about?’ ” 

Among the many spreads in the book are images of 
Paltrow dancing the night away at her 30th birthday 
party, held at Giammetti’s house in Tuscany, which 
became a particularly poignant memory for the actress. 
“[It] may very well produce a book of its own someday, 
or at least be a large chapter of my memoir,” she says. 
“Giancarlo hosted myself, my father and my closest 
friends at his beautiful country house. It was one of the 
most special weekends of my entire life, and I lost my 
father three days after it ended.” Giammetti stepped in 
during the days that followed, which were some of the 
hardest in the actress’s life. But, she says, Nonna was a 
rock of support and friendship, breaking the news to 
her and helping her make arrangements. 

While Giammetti vehemently rejects any suggestion 
of nostalgia, he does yearn for the sun-kissed Italian 
bravura depicted in his early photographs. “I miss the 
way I was. I miss the courage of youth, when you’re 
ready for anything. Age gives you such limits,” he says. 
“Sometimes I think, Wow, we looked good.” Today, he 
usually turns to Instagram to satisfy his photographic 
impulses. But, as Valentino notes, “They get more ‘likes’ 
when I’m in the photo.” •
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DOLCE VITA 
From top: Valentino 
adjusts Giammetti’s 

bow tie at the 
45th anniversary 
celebration of the 
fashion house, in 

2007; with friends at 
Giammetti’s Tuscan 

retreat; Iman and 
David Bowie’s 1992 

wedding in Florence; 
with Valentino in St. 

Tropez, in 1963.

“Giancarlo 
deserves to tell 
a bit more about 

himself. livinG all 
his life next to 

me, he accepted a 
role that was 
reducinG. but 

there’s a sayinG, 
‘when two men 
ride the same 

horse, one has 
to be in the back.’ ” 

—valentino
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HOUSE PARTY  Above: Gwyneth 
Paltrow’s 30th birthday party at 
Giammetti’s Tuscan home. right: Diana 
Vreeland at home. In new york, in 1971, 
below, and Audrey Hepburn, left.  

UP CLOSE  right: Andy Warhol, in 1974. 
Below: A 1980s fashion show in central rome. 

CAMERA MAN Above:  
In rio de Janeiro, in 2007.

THE WAY THEY WERE  Above: 
With Barbra Streisand, in 1969. 
right: With Jacqueline Kennedy 
onassis in capri, in 1971.

FLASH FORWARD  
From top: In Sardinia,  
in 1976; elizabeth Taylor  
in Gstaad; Valentino 
after a fashion show.
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the hand
embroiderer’s tale

BY christina Passariello   PhotoGraPhY BY richard Powers
Produced BY anita sarsidi

The son of the founder of the prestigious Paris-based House of Lesage 
followed an unlikely path to upholding the family tradition—by journeying 

halfway around the world to establish an atelier in southern India.
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thread softly   
A design on red 

velvet, one of 
Lesage’s personal 

favorites. Opposite: 
An embroiderer 

embellishes fabric for 
a headboard. 



WarP aNd Weft   
Left: An outdoor 
embroidery room 
specializing in 
beading. Below:  
A view into the 
atelier’s archive 
room, which holds 
7,000 samples. 
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steady haNds   
Above: A team of 
embroiderers working  
on a set of curtains 
applies zari, a gold 
metallic thread.  

demand picked up again there wouldn’t be enough 
skilled artisans, he opened the École Lesage, to per-
petuate the study of embroidery. Still, the business 
struggled. In 2002, his father sold the family business 
to Chanel, which has bought up several of the arti-
sanal workshops the couture studios rely on to ensure 
they don’t disappear. The elder Lesage continued to 
run it until his death, at which point the family ceased 
its involvement.

Indian embroidery was also under pressure, as the 
country’s booming economy lured traditional crafts-
men into industrial jobs. Lesage saw a Western way 
of living taking over Eastern values. “The West goes 
fast, it cultivates haste. The East is adapting itself to 
a fast-paced way of life, but it’s still attached to the 
pleasure of doing things calmly and slowly,” he says.

d
uring a visit to Chennai, in the 
south of India, Lesage discovered 
a community of embroiderers who 
worked part time around their duty as 
farmers. That’s where, 20 years ago, 
he chose to set up the Jean-François 

Lesage embroidery atelier with three business part-
ners, independently of the House of Lesage. The 
Chennai embroiderers “resembled the professional 
culture of my family in Europe—stable, established, 
calm people,” says Lesage. When he told his father of 
his plans, he got a characteristically taciturn reply. “He 

smiled and said, ‘It’s maybe—maybe—a good idea.’ ” 
But Indian embroidery savoir faire was different 

from the French. France’s artisans excel at creating 
“spontaneously chic” designs on light and airy mate-
rials, Lesage says—perfect for fashion. Their Indian 
counterparts mastered repetitive work on heavy fab-
rics and leather—the kind of work that lent itself to 
thick curtains and other home furnishings. (Indian 
embroiderers are predominantly men, because of the 
physical strength required to lift and pierce square 
yards of fabric on wooden frames, which can weigh 
several hundred pounds. In France, the petites mains 
are typically women.)

Like his father, Lesage didn’t know how to sew a 
button. But he excelled at drawing inspiration from 
the mundane, and at channeling the energy of his 
artisans onto a canvas. “Walking in the street, the 
cracked concrete of the sidewalks gives me ideas for 
embroidery,” Lesage says, echoing the work his father 
did designing embroidered grapes for Yves Saint 
Laurent or a brief from Thierry Mugler to translate a 
“trashy beach” into beads.

The Indian method of embroidery is exactly the 
same as what Lesage had grown up seeing in his 
father’s atelier in Paris. Once a proposed motif is 
accepted by a client, the embroiderers sketch it on a 
sheet of tracing paper. The curves and curlicues are 
then pierced and the paper is suspended over the 
chosen fabric, held taut by 30-foot-long beams. The 

embroiderers sprinkle a powder on the paper that 
seeps through to the fabric, making contours that 
they follow with their threads and beads. 

Lesage has over 200 employees in India now and 
lives in Chennai year-round with his 10 dogs. He 
spends his weekends at the country house he bought 
with his business partner, a 100-mile commute from 
the city. “It is my weekly connection with the true life 
of Indian villagers,” he says.

It was only after he’d moved to India that Lesage 
found common ground with his father, who gave him 
the archives of a home-furnishing embroiderer that 
he had bought in the ’80s. “It was a real and profound 
intention to reconnect with my father, via a common 
language,” says Lesage. “For 20 years, before my father 
died, embroidery gave rise to passionate conversa-
tions between us that would last late into the night.”

The son’s talent in home-furnishing embroi-
dery has earned him renown back in his native land: 
Lesage and Christian Louboutin produced a small 
collection of Marie Antoinette –inspired heels drip-
ping with beads, priced at more than $6,000 a pair. He 
often collaborates with the House of Lesage in Paris 
on elaborate fashion items. His work is displayed in 
the Louvre: the crown of King Louis XV that Lesage 
restored. “It took me all this time to finally realize 
how fortunate I am to work with these marvels,” says 
Lesage. “This is my cornerstone in the Lesage family 
line of embroiderers.” •
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the soN also 
stItChes   
Clockwise from far 
left: Jean-François 
Lesage in his 
office; reference 
books and samples; 
an embroidery 
workroom.

“The wesT  
goes fasT,  
iT culTivaTes  
hasTe. The  
easT is sTill 
aTTached  
To The  
pleasure  
of doing  
Things calmly  
and slowly.”
–jean-françois lesage

J
ean-François Lesage grew up among the 
gold threads and glass beads of the House of 
Lesage, France’s most revered embroidery 
workshop. His father, François Lesage, had 
made it a symbol of the highest craftsman-
ship in fashion, producing haute couture 

embellishments for houses such as Chanel, Lanvin, 
Balmain, Givenchy and Christian Lacroix. At 7:30 
every morning, before Jean-François headed off to 
school, the petites mains, artisans known for their fine 
handwork, would stop by the family home in Chaville, 
a leafy suburb of Paris, to drop off the work they com-
pleted the day before and pick up the day’s task.

There was no school Wednesday afternoons, so 
Lesage would hang around the atelier on the Rue de 
la Grange Batelière, near the capital’s storied auction 
houses. “I spent hours rummaging through boxes to 
make treasures for myself under the watchful eyes of 
the head embroiderers—protective old women who 
encouraged me to get accustomed to the house,” says 
Lesage, now 47. Yet he took a circuitous route into 
embroidery. Only by traveling halfway around the 
world did he uncover his sense of duty to the family’s 
dying craft—and a pathway to relating to his vener-
ated father.

While the father was a close partner of fashion’s 
most influential designers, such as Yves Saint Laurent 
and Karl Lagerfeld, the son chose to focus on home fur-
nishings, working alongside such design luminaries 

as Jacques Grange, Alberto Pinto and Peter Marino, 
as well as adding adornments to shoes by Christian 
Louboutin. Lesage counts the Indian steel magnate 
Lakshmi Mittal and Windsor Castle as clients.

“In the last 10 years, the lines have blurred between 
fashion and interior design, which were very different 
worlds,” says Lesage. “I felt more useful exploring 
new ways of envisaging embroidery.”

In his youth, Lesage didn’t see himself as the heir 
to the House of Lesage—and neither did his father. 
“My father wouldn’t have liked for me to be a crown 
prince,” says Lesage. He described his father, who 
died two years ago, as “a great man and wonderful 
craftsman but not a great communicator.” The young 
Lesage’s interests lay nearby the atelier on la Grange 
Batelière—in the auction houses, where, driven by a 
passion for decorative arts, he became an auctioneer. 
He also considered studying architecture and took 
art history classes at the École du Louvre; anything 
but embroidery—his overexposure to his legacy led 
him to reject it, Lesage admits.

Lesage had a desire to travel and set his sights 
on India. His father, who had inherited the family 
business in his late teens, didn’t object. He, too, had 
wandered far from home 40 years earlier, having 
opened a shop on Sunset Boulevard in the late 1940s 
to sell Lesage embroidery to costume designers in 
Hollywood. Although the trip to India was intended 
to put some distance between Lesage and his family 

heritage, the country ended up bringing him back to 
his roots. During a stay in Varanasi, a giant power 
outage plunged the city into darkness. The only light 
in the neighborhood was a single bulb in an embroi-
dery workshop. It illuminated a solitary craftsman, 
thread in hand, bent over his fabric. 

The experience revealed an appreciation of his 
father’s métier—and the idea to create something 
new. Lesage’s father had once famously said, “A coun-
try that loses its craftsmanship is a country that is 
dying.” And in both France and India, embroidery was 
a skill in decline. “I had a kind of flash,” says Lesage, 
who often wears a kurta, a traditional white tunic. “I 
come from a family of embroiderers, where the knowl-
edge is passed from father to son. In India, there is a 
community of father-to-son embroiderers. Let’s try to 
do something together.”

For decades, the Lesage clan has tried to preserve 
embroidery, but it has also been a victim of changes 
in the fashion world. At Lesage, each stitch and 
sequin is done by hand. That comes at a steep price: 
Creations by the House of Lesage can take hundreds 
of hours to produce and cost upwards of $100,000. 
But starting in the ’70s with the advent of ready-to-
wear, haute couture began to lose its sway over the 
world’s best-dressed. The house felt the brunt of 
waning demand. 

At one point, his father reportedly had to lay off 
nearly half of his workforce. Worried that when 
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“I got the pIece of Moammar Gadhafi’s house when 
we were shooting there for Parts Unknown. We had 
a sort of friendly militia with us, and we bumped 
into a less friendly militia. Before we had to leave 
in a hurry, I got a nice chunk. The bronzed deer 
head Marco Pierre White gave me after I was hunt-
ing with him in rural England. As a young cook, I 
worshipped White—never in a million years did I 
think I’d be hanging out, drinking beer and shoot-
ing animals with him. I grew up being a huge fan 
of Hunter Thompson and Ralph Steadman, who did 
that piece on the wall for me. The duck press was 

just an extravagant, pure object of desire. When I 
see these used in a restaurant, I practically weep. It’s 
like watching Joe DiMaggio playing his last game. 
The metal Montagnard bracelet is from Vietnam. 
Indigenous people in the mountains used to make 
them and give them to the CIA officers and Special 
Forces who were there prior to the war. The thicker 
bracelet was given to me by an African king while I 
was fulfilling my Heart of Darkness fantasy in the 
Democratic Republic of the Congo. It likely goes back 
hundreds of years. The watch is my dad’s old Rolex. 
He died with it on his nightstand. He passed away 

before he got to see me do anything significant, but 
he loved me just the same. The pile of passports—all 
of them filled up—are a record of everywhere I’ve 
been. All my life I read about people doing inter-
esting things in interesting faraway places, and I 
dreamed of going to those places and having those 
sorts of things happen to me. Underneath that is Raw 
Power, my desert island disc, and then the works of 
Michel de Montaigne—all wisdom and knowledge 
found here. Last, a drawing by my daughter of me 
and her. It’s a pretty good rendering, though a little 
flattering.”  —As told to Christopher Ross

photography by jesse Chehak   

still life

ANTHONY BOURDAIN
The chef, author and host of CNN’s Parts Unknown shares a globally 

sourced collection of his most beloved objects.
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